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SPORTS: Steelers Tough It Out For 5th Super Bowl

MURRAY
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Students hear Fletcher explain budget choices
IGO trodeoriesa beers to rend
By 101111111/1 TAYLOR
diem* ispidows In solicit
',tali Miler
Go. Fano Reltbet inay have tam, addiliteld throw ler die inivemitr
Kliethird
speak at the insual •'the Ives lire tee a tahdly datum
Powilase Ana Lamb Dap Diner fur reams am es." said Chime
a blearay senior. "We
It net isonth. but a pop atsimian
Lsa*dem thew Meath
meaesed ei Winkle Neller to the went =
inslaiZtro the faaaller before he cam ind oncent. We do came sheet aro
.iddres. the calfUSIIII crowd Joan the education. We will moot his densities. but on,awe is ow edmotties."
hall
tantal days. a Moe about why
After a cantle weeks at magi red
Merin abeam the km* et eica heft proposed finding kw MSU was has
for Moray State Wonky die ma- thee ether colleen bested op as billU
nor esicaromoded in his ludo plan. Werke Pamidest Dr Ken Athasader
students decided to lake their ancern. WNW Room mid Admisistratin
&mossy Robbie Redd* a Murray
straight to the top
"I ant pm so appreciative he took hoolosson for allegedly tang the
process as retribution because
the tune. This wasn't *hat he 41 here
for. hut he recognized us That's a great he thsegr.ed with chops in the athletstep." said Student Gosermiwnt ic deponent over the last 18 months
or so. Rudolph also spoke briefly to the
Association President Scott Ellison
We are going to continue to push to get studies's.
While those saidenb gathered with
the funding we deserve"
Thirteen students listened to the the govenior on the Curris Censer thini
go% Mk], answer questions about how floor, another doven or so %sere holding
Postsecondary signs expressing their desire to keep
the
t'ouncil on
Education works ssith the eight Mate tuition low and better fund MSC on
colkges And conununity colkge system floor helms
"It's a fieaceful rally to hopefully get
to deselop funding formulas And why
the thud phase of the science complex 1131We funding for Murrks State since we
wasn't his top priority Earlier in the were left out of the budget.- said Chns
steciL S(iA representatises collected Poduaajec. a sophomore from Lincoln.
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Ilhathetraiversity presideat sever
• widi the
title is Mora)
be wit sekedalad es he
Ataastatke
ia Lewisville this avishowl. bee hc•
Mum* Ile said s
aid up owing
won't nil Ye SONality mom* thot
he wes tide to clot his schedule aid in
the aWall1101 Maw derrash e-smiled
• lbeed Wm be lied doe available.
Js Iftlaaker, a opasesenon far
griveraer. said a MU poker adicer
ailed dir governor's nimaima Son*
moot* end spoke with aloe police
secenty there aboui Aleruseder
ins the peessow dimly.The KIN&
ser and Alessoder onald km to fel
bus
va=sttothe govenwe's office. b
i
said so one in the office ever
received a fax.
Whinher also said AAramakr was
invited to the heneleed Satinilly check
et the Calloway County
1hilitog seeker in the afternoon. lbw mspeaded by saying he'd
scat a reposeetative.
Menewbile. ouch at tbe go.entor's
30 mimeos with studeos was spent discussing the formide as winch iniversities peace4 soft hod* is boot The
t
governor 'proposed a 1.1 p
increase in the corning yew and only.
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oiatidgei I Tomas Pnale
IN
410v. ENID Fleisher upset about 30 minutes
MIA students
about the WNW elballea Setuirley night le Mrs ClOna Cartier
Wore he am scheduled to speak In a perdition cool at the annual
Lameele Day Dinner
ac5msrdtng to information 5.k sander
Okriaosat gain the following seat
71te CPE recommended 1 4 percent
ie 2006-07 and 4 h percent in 21107 08
II See Page 3A

Eco-terror Scenario

Itt

TOM BE RRY to:1w & Times Photo
Murray State University student C.J. Holland is checked out by members of the state Area One Hazardous Materials
Response Team during a drill Saturday morning at the college's Agriculture Mechanization Farm before he undergoes
detoxification. Holland and seven other MSU students had volunteered to be 'hostages • for the training.

Disaster drill serves as learning tool

••••••

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
To an unsuspecting $s-under. a mock
terrorist attack staged at Murray State
•ntsersity ag mechanization farm cootpies Saturday morning hy Calloway County
Emergency Management personnel would
base seemed like J scenario right out of a
Holly wood flK)'.iC
Ecti-teminsts known as the "Boot Hill
Militia." pposed to the college's genetit
enginecnng of soy hearts And other crops, set
up a chemical log-dispersal apparatus inside
one of the larm's budding. designed to kill
all the crops at the farm And possibly the sur
rounding area
Howes er :I group of college sill
dentsworking in another part of the complex
spot the terrorists setting up the equipment
and surprise the terrorists. according to
County Emergency Management Director
Jell Steen. who helped set up the drill as part
of an effort to train county and regional
errlergelli:), responders
"When the students) went to ins estigate.
they found that these people had ?nosed a
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dispersal apparatus into the building And it guard and lire department personnel
was putting ofT a log." Steen said. describ- "When the nature of the threat was th•Cos
ing the seenano before the am sal of other ered it was also decided that the National
departments taiong pan in the drill So the Guard would pros ide escort set.% ice hi( the
terrorists that were in there • w As ed guns' at Murray Fire Department and the other enter
the students. moved them to Another part of gency %en
Noting the "tow nature" of the threat
the building. and told them DOI to come back
out They then got hack imo thee vehicle And the possibility that the fog may he harm
ful to humans as well as crops. Murray
And left"
Both Murray State Police and do Murray Calloway County officials called the Area
Police Department were ogled to the scene. One Hazardous Matenals Response Team of
Apparently by a coder suakee will a cell the Kentucky Disision of Emergency
phone. Upna diecovariss 6e type at threat Meantime' to the scene to shut down the
posed by the hoiden polio iontediody append.& satsty end doom() the students
to the chemical
call the Murray Fire Depennow to scene that hid bona_,
Breeden Nester. Tammy Huggins
and then try to run down the culprits After
Lindsey Cideeder. Janette Dr( our,e,
getting a description from the sandents
According to the script, the attackers Rotten Cavinna.Save Itonow. Ni,. k%fortis
were pan of a national eco-terniroi organi- and C.J Hailed nee le MM. occupa
zation that had made numerous threats and 11011.1 salet and health swamis *at solun
wetshad been attacking at local police and emer- Mita as hosiers for the Oil
held hostage- inside feather part of the
gency responders
-Since the police are going to he busy buddies where the mock dispersal apparatus
trying to catch the had guys. the 401th was located
Military Police from the National Guard are
caned in to prosaic perimeter security.
2A
Steen said while awaiting the arrival ot II See Page

Union workers
hopeful they'll
hear news from
Vanderbilt officials
By GREG TRAVIS
SOO Wrner
Wasters bora the Lotted
Sun Wolters maims 51119 at
Maney's Vaosierbili Chmoscal
aed Mineral Corp.. oreemineol
hoprid din nava* dult they
wend hear front compoy officials allon being sem hew from
the pliaat at midnight day when a
contract between the tail
Ds4 am
espired. .ictording
Bell, president if the local
union
no means do we want to
he tiut here he said 'Plant Mb
base told us that there are
nisi some philosophi, Littler
mix% on J !CV. 11.1111• IT(hi
negotiation..
Bell said union sttittafs NCR
illing to talk. and %anted to
talk." hut presently the% were
locked out of the plant Jaki had
nform al Iona'
established all
line at the 1111014.111011 ,11

I

S

hal and Pella ‘k,, to let ileopie
know about the status it the
negott.111011,
hit

workers

were

sent

ht mite ii midnight after asking

II See Page 2A
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Union members from United Steel Workers *879 at
Murray's Vanderbilt Chemical and Mineral Corp have
established an informational line at the IntersectIon of
U.S 641 and Pella Way Plant officials sent the worker*
home at midnight Friday when a contract between the two
expired
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repeatedly to continue to work
We want to do who's night We
think we hase end a for
propmai But do sole Air
Ewes tanwitt analwed arouour pension and
pions." Sell said.roetiag do in
anises %otters lest wood
he weeeed fairly"
"St ale weiosi to hen loci
Imo then"be noemed.
SA mood the he hod spoken
with carapray officsaft, mai
before addight and told of dw
%ftsseto. Ile said mom Meer,
meal represeMatives had Ai,
spoken with the callepolny. hut
e% erwar
waitarig
from the mammy and 1,,
tiation• to tr•unle
-We are %Mate and rea.:.
go hack to our albs and r.,
H.
something worked out
said 'This is different Iron. .
strike Vie hese workers wanting
to work, hut the tompimy Joe%
n't want us in there right now'
Bell said union members
were lined up with intorrnation
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Bush's $2.77 trillion provides
big increases for defense

On The Scene

Command in May 2004.
Cornett is suused hy his wile. Sandra Comett.
and his children Brandy. Chnstopher and Bnanna
Meanwhile. the Army said Sunday that a Fort
Campbell soldier was killed last week when a
roadside bomb esploded near his Humsee. Cpl
Jesse M. Zamora. 22. of Las Cruces. N.M.. died on
Friday in Bayji. Iraq. according to Foil Campbell.
'Zamora was an infantryman assigned to Company
B. Ist Battalion. 187th Infantry Regiment. rd
Bngade Combat Team.
He mined the Army in August 2002 and armed
at f•on Campbell in November 2003. 'Zamora V. a.
the with member of the Fort Camphell-hawd
101st Airborne Disision killed in tray since
Wednesday in four separake incidents
6. ot Ashland. Ky.. was
.
Plc Scott A. Messer. 2
killed on Thursday. when the Hums cc he was riding in rolled oser during cotis os operations. the
Pentagon said earlier.

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON i.\I • -President Bush sent ('ongiess a
S2 77 trillion spending plan on
Monday that would holster the
nal 10f1 s it al against lerinflUTI
Nut sqUi:C/C 111411,1 Olhel gosern,
merit program. in an effort to
deal it 1111 an cspioding budget
deficit pronsOod to hit an alltime high this yew
Beek bapieg to get his
domeslie epode beck at track
so ter a year at political seitiCks.
-.e ii congestsa budget blueprint
!hal emphasises keeping the
.outlay stress miditanly while
offering inosdy modest ininaus es to deal wish wiser 8111XICI)
about rising global competition.
soaring energy prices and sky
rocketing medical hills
.- xly
administration has
focused the nation's resources
pro,
on out highest pnorits
titling our 1:111/ellS and out
homeland.- Bush said in his
budget message "Working with
Congress. sic base 1;1%01 our
men and women on the front
lines in the war on term( the
funding they need to defeat the
cnemy and detect. disrupt and
dismantle terrorist plots and
operations ••
Bush's spending proposals.
contained in tour 111.1%•1% C solurnes featuring green disci hinge
cosers. are for the 2007 budget
year that begins next Oct. I The
$2.77 trillion in spending would
be up by 2.3 percent Itom pro
;Wed spending of $2.71 trillion
this year
The administration in its
budget documents said the
deficit for this year will soar to
an all-nine high of $423 billion.
reflecting increased outlays forthe tray war and humcane relief
But the admunstratitwi says
the deficits will be on a declie-

tug path oser the next use years.
which would allow the president
to achieve his goal of cutting the
deficit in belt ty, 200Q the year
he leaves office
Bush is also seeking savings
by trimming the growth of
spend* in Medicare. the gm enimemes giant !width cam program kw the elderly and disabled. by $35.9 hellion oser fisc
years, and making s11111141 redo:
tions in a number of other benefit programs.
'These see mot cuts.- White
time Sadist Dim tot toshtut
Holten told reporters of Hush's
Medisare plan. "These arc
modest reductions in the rate of
growth
With the sanous reductions.
Bush as ahle to meet his goal of
cud*. the deficit in halt from
20114 oleic making permanent
s*::± tax cuts enacted dur
mg his first Wm that are WM
wbedided in cad aher 2010
The cow of extending those
la% cuts will add S120 billion to
the deficit in 2011 and more
than SI mIlion to the deficits
from 2012 to 2016.
Democrats attacked what
they said were Bush's skewed
pnontics They said he was trying to impose austere budgets
that will harm programs for the
poor whik protecting 1:11 Cuts
Democrats said were going primarily to the wealthy
Leader
Senate Minority
Harry Reid. DAL-% . said that
the budget was -tilled with
pages of gtseaw Zly• to special
mierest• and cuts 10 thO•C it ho
can least afford
presidential
Responding,
spokesman Scott McClellan
said. 'The president is focused
on making sure that sic keep our
economy growing. and that
means keeping lases low
Republicans in Congress

cape:end Nippon for is speediug.documest, Much will Lick
off ameba et debtor likely In
yaw
kWil theamt
Imam in October aed peekam
beyond.
"Wc hare to face up to this
fiscal peaty Mit this beby them
menthes Is rag te Nisrasos
and we need to do sesasehas
about it.- said Semis Wei
teed
Committee
Cefegg. It41.H
Ia. addition to trimmaig
piedipme. other peopled Seth
swigs in so-called eimullatmy
speed*. because themaw%
are set in law for all lateen Ob.
OW. include $4.99 billies is
clumps in farm txmatodity
MOW and $16.7 billing in
*dorms of the Pepsine Bemis
Gummy Com.. dte goveriment
preenun that backs private pen
sions
biggest
spending
The
nirea•e Mould go to the mailar. a h percent rise to 54W
billion tor 2111' a figure that
does not include the costs of
fighting wars in Iran and
.Alglianistan The administration
said last week it will ask
Congress for an additional $120
billion to co‘cr fighting kw the
fru of this sc.0 and the earh
pen of 2007 while srekiv.
another 518 Nihon in hurrican5
relief this sear
While the Department of
Homeland Security would also
sec an increase for 2007. nine of
the 15 Cabmet-level agencies
would see outright cuts in their
di.cretionars spending for nest
year
Bush is proposing to continue
a serious sync-cm oe the onesixth of the budget outside of
defense and homeland security
that is subject to annual apprn_
priations 1k would cut spend
mg in this area bs 0 t percent

Mineral Corp.. said. "At approx
iniatel) 4:30 p.m. on Thursday.
Feb. 2. 3:106. the United Steel
Workers broke off negotiations
with ‘anderbilt Chemical and
Corporations.
Minerals
Although the company has
repeatedly expressed its willingness to continue negotiations.
the union has not responded to

the company 's offers
-At the time negotiations
broke off, the company had put
forth a -package that included a
wage increase. a 401(k plan like
that asailablr to non-union
employees and contributions
toward the future cost of medical insurance at the same rate as
other non-union employees

I he labor agreement with
the union expired at midnight on
February 3. 2006. Since that
MM. the company has continued to operate the facility with
non-union workers The compsny has announced that it will
continue with production at the

had also brought in security per
sonnet and placed them at he
eserance to the plant
Approximately 55 union
employees wort at the MUIT.1
pima. Medi us a major rubber
chemical minufacturing facility
and produces petroleum additis es and specialty chemicals

GREG TRAVIS.Leowf

photo

Members of the Murray Fire Department were called to Murray State University's
Regents College at approximately 8 a.m. today. Students were ushered from the
dormitory until firefighters were able to inspect the building. There was no immediate word as to why officials were called to the scene.

Kentucky soldier killed in Iraq
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API — An Amiy special
iterations soldier from Kentucky was killed during a firelight ith Irani insurgents, the military
Said Sunday
Sgt. 1st Class Luxe S.(-omen of London. Ks..
w as killed Friday near Rasnadi in the .Anhar
pro% 1nCe.
tuch has been a flashpomt in the[light
against insurgents Cornett. 13. died of iniunes
suttered earlier in the day whik fighting enemy
forces. the Pentagon said.
Cornett NJS assigned to the U.S. Army Special
Operations Command at Fort Bragg. N.C. He was
the second Kentucky soldier to die in Iraq in the
past week
Cornett was horn in San Diego and graduated
truni Laurel Coenty High School in London in
south-central Kentucky. lie entered the Army as
an infantry tnan in August 1991. according to the
military He had multiple assignments in the .Army
and was assigned to the Army Special Operations

III Vanderbilt

community had been %cry supportise of the workers -Thes
hase been honking their car
horns as thes passed Some have
inert brought coffee and sand it iches
In a prepared statement
issued this morning. Richard
%onnahrtic. executtsc %ice president at %andel-Mt Chemical and

From Front
sign.. but they were not hloskMg anyone from going in or out
of the plant
-We won't do that. • hc
added
Kell noted that people of the

Forecast
Tonight will he partly cloudy
with lows in the lower 20s
Tuesday will he partly cloudy
with highs in the mid 40., followed hy lows in the mid 20s
that night

• ••

Hell noted that the compans

•Disaster ...

Town Crier
NOTICE
•A meeting of the Hazel
City Commission has been
scheduled for 7 tonight at
Hazel City HMI. Although the
agenda for the meeting is currently tentative, a report from
the Commission's Ad Hoc
Business
Ordinance
Committee tax collections
and expenditures for the
month of January and other
topics of interest to residents
will be included
•A weather spotting class
has been scheduled for 7
in Room 146 of
tonight
Murray State Unoversity's
Collins Center according to
county
Emergency
Management Director Jeff
Steen The class is open to
anyone interested in assisting
local emergency response
officials with identifying tornadoes and other weather-spotting
responsibilities
Information and certificates
will be available at the meeting
•The MSU Faculty Senate
will meet at 3 30 p m Tuesday
at the Curris Center Barkley
Room
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p m at North
Elementary School
•To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

From Front
members of the group were
awaiting -rescue and detosit'icationh the HA/MAT tram.
They seemed happy to participate in the drill "Wen:from the
occupational safety and health
department and we're doing it
said
credit."
for
extra
DeCourcry, who had participated in a similar drill two sears
ago inside MSU•S Regional
Special Es ems Center.
When the HAZMAT team

arrived. the students were immediately -rescued- by two members of the team in protective
equipment and led to a detoxification tent set up outside the
building. They were then turned
oser to the Disaster 4Sriaiers
team from the Calloway County
Chapter of the thiencan Red
Cross that were on the scene
supporting the drill
Members 14 the II -11M.AT
team then shut down the chemical-log apparatus and determined that it was a threat only to

(
")M BF RPv locfpor & Tams Photo
The National Guard s 438th Military Police Company. based in Murray. provide security
for a county/regional mock anti-terrorism drill at Murray State University's agriculture
mechanization farm Saturday morning

TOM BERRYttickis. Crimes Photo
Two members of the Area One Hazardous Materials(HAIMATi Response Team shut down a mock chemical-fog
dispersal apparatus during a terrorism-response drill at
MSLis Ag Mechanization farm Saturday morning.
Participants from several state, county, and regional
agencies participated in the drill that was organized to
train emergency responders in the event of a real emergency

crops and not it) humans
Alter it was all ()vet Hester
said he wasn't "scared- any more
"Actually it was pretty cool.
he said watching the wrap-up of
the drill hs the HA/MAT team
"I'sc nes er seen anything like
this before
"It was pretty neat...a good
experience." said Ramage. "I'd
do it again "
Calloway
FireCounty
Rescue and officials from 1-tilton

ounty Utlice til Emergency
Management also participated in
JudgeCounty
the drill
Esecutise Larry Elkins and
Asst
f'hict lames
MFD
Eldridge stood hy as ilbsersers
while former U.S.Army
Reser% e f'01 Gary Cooper
sersed as one of the es alualars
of the drill
Donald Elrod, the president
of the Area One HAZMAT
team, said the drill was a benefit
to ;ill agencies involsed

- Ake brought oilis part if our
people here today lx-cause they
had commitments. but it's
always a good to work with
other agencies nisi to see how
they work.- Elrod said "It didn't go perfect of course, hut
that's what wc•re trying to do.
learn is to work with each other.
We'd contime to do the drills
sad well keep learning. This is
a kerning experience for us
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Calloway presented preparedness money •Students ...
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Skil Vallee
Pao* sew asap ayes ditamos
esequecies to hippie. be Meng eed
Calloway Comity me pspeed — itlef
case
Murray was amuse the firm ossaieusuies
in the mate to show Waft in the Kordesky
f'orninunity
Previa
Prepemelsess
Calk)*ay Cowry plicitly lulk,wsdseek
Gin Ernie Header linetelpiMII
for
due quality pow applicados aticapad her
year amid pretested cosily awl city laden
with a $3.5.530 check Soon* aftemoos
the Calloway County isdiCisl Badding
The preparedness program is pan of the
states efforts to improve homehind secant)
Writhe for cusumuides causuratiap on
familiar safety. The leneleor said Morris •
not moss the U.S. pissas most as n.
terrorist amok. but sweedos hove been
known to rip through western Kentedt)
(44 Ledger Theo Photo
HIS'IN
communities. Phis. Calloway County is new
Gov. Ernie Fletcher preeenled 41357530 homeland security grant b city and
the New Mid faith lime. making earth
county officials so emergency first responders can communicate better with
quakes a realistic concern.
one another. Pictured (from left) are Calloway County Magistrate Kenny Imes,
-'It doe. Mtall you•se gone :those And
stale Seri. Ken Winters. A-Murray. Fletcher. Murray Mayor Tom Rushing,
beyond to get this community prepared.Calloway Cipunty Sheriff Larry Roberts, Murray Police Chief Ken Claud, City.
Fletcher told community keden. inchading
Administrator Don Elias and state Rep Melvin Henley. A-Murray
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing. Murray Pots,c
Chief Ken Claud. Calloway Count) ShenlI with for the rest of our lives.- Rushing
Larr) kithens. Murray State l'nivervity 'I flt"ket demi I'd use to see things how
and secunty policies awl War oilatameship
Police Chief Das nd Ikons.. state Sol ken they are Ws scary. but you can never he ton to each other in order soideeilly dw osamw
Winters. R %tunas. and Calloway County
weaknesses and moiyae prepersdness
prepared
‘lagistrate Kenny Imes
State Rep. Mashie Reeky. R-Murray. les el. The leant then presented a report of
City Administrator Don Elias wrote the said be knows amsd4wee police depart- rectstimiendations lait impris)einem%
grant application for the local communities
'1 want to recognize Muir,* and
meats are eken imalielkmdei despite the
'%hal WU have done lib a monumental fact these officers are always moms the him L'ailuea) Count) tor their commteass. to
said Herb liowling. deputy com- responders With that in med. small com- improving secunn here in this coniewohy.missioner of the state's Department ot inUnities are u•Cd to stnsing for efficiency Fletcher said. -Strike the assessment team
(...nminal Justice Training. which alnunrs- with then dollars
has kit, the city and county base made
ter. the grant program "You've taken the
tremendous stnties in making the enure area
.. sour lust TCW1N1
,
• In small l011111111U1111k
first step...
der\ are alw-0, without J croUht underpaid saler "
In J Lommunits v,ith three law enforceAmong the adsances the commumty has
tor what the) do." Henley said - A strut!
Wilt agencies. r tun-time fire derailment
goes long way in aplave made since the assessment includes the
11
A111011111 itt IT14,
and J volunteer fire-rescue sersice, inlet - like this You can Jo r lot with a link in complenon ,st training hy .111 Murray Police
I'. important The departments small conununities "
[apartment officers in the National Incident
need to he able to talk to each other when
Alter a ii', c-Jjs ‘ultioryhtlit), asse•siiklit ‘1,11141gC1111:111 Sr.11:111 and the addition 411
disaster strikes This grant will allow more secunt) professionals with the Kentucky
N policies for mutual aid and unusual
antennas to he installed on existing tower' 1,, t'ommunity Preparedness Program .onduct
occurrences The sounty and university hase
ensure eos et:age throughout the entire coun• ed last sear. Murray and Calloway Count) also reviewed policies and pitkedures 111
kentut k y 14410 rferiltre theft) It/ react in critical inci-Prepared
named
were
-We can neser be entirely prepared tor (*oriununitie•
dent,
hut it .0ms-thine aell has e to deal
Si

North takes fourth in Quick Recall event

so
lY

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Dressed in their makhing
long-skest:d. red T-shirts and
blue karts. the Quick Recall
Team at Calloway County's
North Elementary School finished fourth in last Saturday
morning'ssingle -el emanation
McNabb
at
competition
Elementary School in Paducah.'
The 21 regional learns were participating in the West Kentucky
Academic
Elementary
Quick Recall
Assuti.iatitins
Tournament.
Invitational
„cording to Vicki Pierce. the
Icani•• coach.
Appnonnately 170 fourthand filth-graders matched then
know ledge in such subtexts .is
math. science. grammar and
social studies. 11 was reported
"Our students did a great lob and
the tournament was well organized But our [CAM V. as the talk
,,t the tournament,- she said
"Susan Earheart. the other
,,sich. and I have received %0
many positise comments about
the students and the team as a
whole Numerous tither coaches
and parents remarked on the
teams great attitude. enthusiasm, tram spirit and sportsmanship.- Pierce added.
Pierce said the North
Elementary team was enthusias. 1, and excited. "They are j
young team. hut they are very
good We only missed third
place is) one point. losing 21'0."
When it was over. Clark
Elementary School had captured
the championship. with Concord
Ekmentary finishtng in second

Pee*e.
Pictured (standing) are Mark Tyler. third grader. Landon Fike, fourth grader; amid
Hudson Elliott. fourth grader Seated are Ashley Harpole. filth grader: and Destiny
Wendling, fourth grader.
place And FatIc-, Elementary
taking third place.
Heath
defeated
-We
Elementary and Murray to
advance to the semifinals, but
we were defeated hy Clark in the
semifinals They went on to finish first in the tournament.Pierce said
North Eknicritar) students
participating in the event were
Mari Tyler. third grade. Landon
Eike. Hudson Elliott and
Destiny Wendling. tounh gri
And Ashky Harpist,. titth
Pierer said all in the students oir

this year's team were 1 rm -year
—
members.
County 's
Calloway
Southwest Elementary School
and Murray Middle School were
wined in the competition by
learns from Cooper/Whitesnk.
MiNahh. Calvert City. Sharpe.
Benton. Hentironn one
Reidland. South LI% ingston.
ct .

Iii HillsII
U •
at

County.
Carlisle
Morgan.
Hickman and I one Oak
Students with A is K averages are entoUraged to try out
tor the as atlemik. teams, it was
teponed
The assts. iation consists itt
2$ ...hoots throughout western
hermit 1.)
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be clustpad toIds& Rare parsawishies
isrammor-hassil
abuses retassdieg odic.' kw
outage programa.iesuities rak,
sad gembuise nadi5., nalari
dos &goad* just on earo11mem Aires.
lbs real venues ft. Irby ta
Muni, Sure as 91.6 pekoe rot
an beclontri feeding) and sill
talkies about tuition licreasia
well iliosr Northern Kentucky.:
which is not funded as well?
Fletcher said. Adding MSC is
It'set to its hem-tumuli kid
than an) other state school.
WU all we upset About the
.unisimit of mone) in the pot I
AcsZit."
said is a tight budget siordre he had so psgas
dacisd to
edicidas eastla.
pet nese motley in peadwit
eimeentar) and 'act-miry adocation because there's more
work to PIC' &ale there as fair As
student achiesement goes Also
Kentucky had the LOth Inrigiest
increase m• light( education
funding bat year. the gosernor
said
''we need to iMmaide ready. I
chose to pet in sasesy them
insared of higher adecuies.Machu told in---'---- me
thet. If
not ashamed
thert's mote mosey. I'll pa it
in."
whet
of
Regardless
Alexander says. Fletcher mid.
Marra) State was no. picked nee
of the pack to he packed on In
fact. Mun'as Sloe has several
fans in Frankton. including
Rudolph. who is the past chair
man of the now -dissolsed Racer
Foundation. former Racer quarterback Brian Crall. who works
as the glnefThIllf &puts seem
tar) of the executor cabinet.
and Lt (it's Stese Pence. whose
daughter. Eileen. graduated
from 1St last year
Vi hen the students asked
Ahout the skterke complex and
and final
hy the third
phase was left unrecommended.
Fletcher emphasized that ground
hasn't been broken on the set
ond phase. which is planned
chemistry building The lust
loot of the hooksgy is being
used hut eventually the whole
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"All atSi* papasit a armideg tilk bet it's a boos in
what happens to a dominate
pen)." Jennings said "The
Mime Of polows is nes et a sure
dints Jennings too. hed tin the uSar
on Terrorism the Patriot As t
international terns-ism sun ell
Wax. tax cuts and the Supreme
Court while emphasizing the
need to campaign ws those ideas
tat ensure more progress E.S
Congressman I-41 Whitfield tail
lowed with his sommerws ittu
how western Kentucky has
husked the national unemploy
mem trend fsy creating 11.00o
fobs in the past use years He
gave sonic 01 the credit to
Fletcher s tax modernization
plan that made the ,oinmon
to hu‘i
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Fighting crime
takes money
FRANKFORT - k sbasic
Fitecher abe woes at spend $4
that the IIKIIS Odic mew that
maim for posiond dew 00111114
is spat ascombo* the aide
phis emir $4.3 MM.ft hire
and
of Awl buss leads so
awe whales imd prate offi
die amid to speed even mem
cam ta supplament these deal
Lublie new pramiamkei mid
Mg wiltemehmamiag awnabaft those beim drys
bads. And die envaraaes bodeakeria,
sWebs$2 maim for dots
lbe was
neamema far ammialma citadIke mew
els heemd in county jab arms,
bet wok as
Kateicky.
poescuion
AR of this is why crafting
sad public
two-year SIM Won is no easy
dialers
task even with $16 billion availsem at the
able
seekThe criminal justice system
ing creased
must gmn as law
Kentucks
in
owe funding
enforcement becomes more sus
so be able to
keep up with cessful at fighnng cnme.
whether it's drug trafficking or
the growing
By Todd Duvall caseload of
bank robbery.
drug offendSyndicated
Public defenders in Kentucky
ers caught up last year earned an average Of
Columnist
in federally
483 cases each. And prosecutors
financed
are warning that without more
anti-drug initiatives
state funding, they will be
Especialls in Eastern
forced to reduce their staff levkentucks but true statewide. the els
various regional drug task
Certainly. it can be argued
forces financed w ith millions
that the increased spending
ot dollars in federal funds are
Fletcher wants for drug courts
rounding up more and more
drug treatment programs
and
oftenders who must he dealt
eventually should pay off as
with through the slate iudiciars
offenders overcome their addi,
One Eastern Kentucky task
(ions and serve out their senl'NITE
Operation
force called
tences. In parts of the state
to fight street-level drug vat
where drug courts are in operalicking has reportedly resulted
their successes have been
tion,
those
in 1.500 arrests. And
impressive
arrested more often than not
The drug courts also relies e
require a puhlic defender, and a
some of the crowded dockets in
kical prosecutor must take the
district and circuit colitis
case into a local court w ith an
Already crowded docket
Most Kemucloaris. of course.
Thus the state public defendhaw little conception of the
er program is seeking more
pressures on the Judicial system
money to hire more Attorneys
'Thes 're more likels to he in
And reduce the caseload on its
court to serve on jurs duty than
existing Attorney• State proseto he standing before a judge
cutors are asking the General
with a piltilk• defender
1ssembls for increased funding
So there is little in the w Ay
to hire more deputies to handle
of broad public support for
the grow ing number of cases in
higher spending on that system
district and circuit courts.
And Supreme Court Chief
Meanwhile, the budget comJustice Joseph Lambert is asking for MOM than Sit) million to mittees in the House and Senate
arc hearing similar compelling
expand the state's drug court
arguments for increased funding
programs. which deals with
from unisersits presidents. pubfirst-time offenders and seeks
lic school supenntendents.
alternatives to serving time in
advocates for the disabled and
already crowded local lads and
poor. ens inmmentalists - just
state prisons
esen aspect of governabout
Lambert also is making a
ment
caw with lawmakers tor additional judges And courthouse,
And the amount of new
money to spread among all
(kw Ernie Fletcher' budget
those wonhs programs and
proposal calls for an additional
services is so limited that it is
S6.2 million for the Depanment
inevitable that there will he
of Public Advocacy. which
man.s more who lease the
oversees the public defender
program. and to set op a pilot
L.spitol disappointed than
program to help inmates w ith
pleased with what the new
suh•tance abuse problems
budget contains

WE ARE FIGHTING
CIVIL LIBERTIES OVER WERE
SO TR TERRORISTS
OVER WERE DOKT HAVE TO.
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Push is on to expand gambling
beyond state racetracks, bingo halls
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Wnlef
LEXINGTON Ky SP
In %mac-filled bingo halls and
bustling horse racing track..
Kentucky has allowed gambling
for years. But not casino gambling.
That could change if Earl
Rogers Jr has his way. He is
one of hundreds of Kentuck
hacking a campaign to esp.gambling in Kentucky so pc.
ple don't have to cross into border states to play slots or face
quick-handed blackjack dealers.
-We have gambling on every
corner anyway, either legal or
illegal.- said Rogers. %tio raises
tobacco, cattle and horses in
Owingsville. -We're losing
money to Indiana and Illinois. I
think that money should stay
here'
Rogers gave S500 to the
Kentucky Equine Education
Protect. a pro-gambling group
that sas• allowing additional
gambling outlets would not
only preserve Kentucks 's status
as a horse racing mecca but
would pros ide additional dol
lars for state spending
More than SI ; Nihon in
bets were placed on thoroughbred horse races in the state last
year. The Kentucky Lottery
Corporation has sold more than
$9 billion in tickets since it
began in 1989 And charitable
gambling in Kentucky, from
bingo games and the like, took
in more than S570 million
before payouts and other
expenses in 2004. the latest ear
figures were available.
But ansone itching to het his
chips at a craps table or take
their chances on the spin of a
slot machine has had to look
elsewhere Of Kentucky's

amendment that would allow
full-blown casinos at existing
race tracks An gambling-generated revenue to the state
would he designated for certain
such as education
organization bas more
than 9300 members, all of
whom have costribtned from S5
In more than $100,000.
Financial records released by
KEEP dims some of the avant/aim's largest contributors
include Kerneland. Churchill
Downs. the Breeders Cup and
the Kentucky Thoroughbred
Association. winds so far base
each given at least S100.000.
Individual contributors
include horse breeders and
trainers, race tracks. vetennanans and others connected to the
horse mdustrs
To push its gambling plan.
KEEP has embarked upon an
expensoe marketing campAign
that includes radio. TS and
newspaper ads. Its political
Action committee has go en
more than S70.000 to members
of the (kneral Assembis. legislatis leadership comnuttees
and the state Republican And
Democratic panics
KEEP's operating budget for
2005 was about $2 2 million,
and about 52.8 million for
2006 Its mow) comes front
individual contributions either
directly to KEEP, which is a
nonprofit corporation. or its
political action committee
Still, the idea of expanded
gambling has an umenain
future Pre.loos plans hasc
failed before corning for a vote
before lawmakers
Gov Ernie Fletcher's administration has been split on the
issue Fletcher has said he
won't come out either for of

thint

Brereton Jones
Former Ky. Governor
neighboring states. Illinois.
Indiana. Missouri and West
Virginia each allow some toms
of gambling at race tracks or
casinos.
Proponents estimate casino
operations in surrounding states
are :dreads siphoning off millions of dollars from people
who bye in Kentucky. If legal lied. that money could stay in
Kentucky and he used for pro.
grants like education, so the
theors goes
"It's more ternhk to put
your head in the sand and deny
that it's Kentucky money by the
truckloads going to surrounding
states when we base our own
needs here.- said former Gov
Weirton Jones. owner of a
horse farm near Lexington and
chairman of the Kentucky
Equine Education Project
KEEP calls for giving voters
J proposed constitutional

against c‘paaidcl
unless he thought would hurt
the state or the horse industry
Meanwhile 1.t Go% Sieve
Pence has publicly supported
the idea
John-Mirk Hack,spokesman
timpup
for An antigamblinta
vs- said
called "Say No so
his ortwitation Wiese*
expanded gambling would be
had for businesses, dm bine
t.
indusirs And the WM
Allowing additioad
outlets a ould only Replatethe
amount of money pass late the
state economy and give So
people with Mental the
horse industry. Hack said.
"What this represents ts an
obscene proliferation of gambling. HA:k said 'Transfernng
the wealth of lower income
Kentuckians to support middle
and higher income Kentuckians
who Jr.,' !Moises.] in the horse
mdustrs certainly provokes
some interesting questions.siesertheless, gamblers with
Internet access can already het
on poker or other games front
their homes, said Sikora. who
Dale Faint in
ow us
Lexington lie reasons that
adding casinos at race tracks
wouldn't increase the number of
people sib, staHl 10 gamble
it's completely hs pocntical
that sou can go to a gas station
and bus loiters tickets, cigarettes and a caw of beer mid on
sour wayhome go tone adult
isookstore,- Sikura said "But
somehow if you re allowed to
then go to a legal pari-mutuel
place of gaming
which is
h.11 a racetrack is
And then
plas slot machine sou•se
somehi'si stepped over a line of
immorality. That makes no
sense
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KEEP Pushing

To the EAlitor.
Recently. I tra‘eled through the great
irnmonwealth of Kentucks and had an
opportunity to read an article from your
paper I did a little homework on the
Internet afterward and learned more about
the university •. issues revolving around
their alleged lack of an acceptable funding
commitment front Frankfort
Is this the first %car that a MurrayState
president or another Murray Sane representati%e was expected to travel to Frankton
And present their hudgetary needs in person' It appears that the only ersits 's interim
president is lay Ing this issue at the feet of
Robbie Rudolph This is so sen wrong' I
know that there is no greater supporter of
Murray or Murray State than Robbie
I did read that someone on the Board of
Regents had expressed an opinion that a
key reason for appointing, without debate
or discussion, this interim president was his
experience and relationships in Frankfort_
How could someone so allegedly knowledgeable of how things get done IT,
Frankfort overlook this hugely important
expectation''
Murray. Kentucky is a wonderful place
to live and raise a family. The universals is
a great place to obtain a qualits education
Mums State certainly deserves A fair Allotment of the states funds fist higher education
Likewise the modems. the *Mum straum. the los al mod dedlostni employees
Dowd of
deserve an active.
Regents and a presidium willing to accept

the responsibilities associated with their
positions In my opinion, for a unisersm
president, any president to blame someone
for their own oh k tous lat, k of effort is
unconscionable
Hopefullv, the search firm will identify
qualits candidate willing to work with this
hoard and engage them quickh! Murray
Staie's students. faculty And the good citilens of Callow .• County deserve competent leadership'
W. Lynn Gunter
MSU Class of 1976
Town and Country. Mo
To the Editor.
Our legislators in Frankton are considei
mg a bill to charge protesters at military
funerals and memorial services with disorderly conduct. Other states are also consulenng other types 41( control met these kind.
of demonstrations
Are any of us surprised that Ms. Beth
Wilson. director of the American
'Ahernes ('moo in the state of Kentucky,
immediately began screaming that the protesters have a First Amendment right of free
speech to protest in that manner? She
preSeili most loudly dim the Few
Amendmeat gives anyone the right to
Fong of densiMMIlle at say time mid at
any Owe they so demise.(The AM considers any physical act such as Owe so he
lone of free speech).
There is a solution to 66 line of think ins which I would very strongly suggion.
and that would he a constitutional mend-

tnent going any funeral or memorial sets ice the right to Ise uninterrupted and undisturbed!
If I remember correctly Irons my military
service luck in I958-1961, the feat day of
my enhstinent. I and oilers who weee
inducted with me took an oath welch was
in part -I am an American Veitg _manned
lam papered to give my life le adore of
my country!** When an American fighting
man or woman Is required to give their life
in defense of this country. there should he
no legal provisions made for "any person or
group of persons" to interfere with that soldier's right foe a decent funeral and burial!
Which greater saentice can a man make
tor the Con•tiltrlion of his iottritr7, than to
the for it ' It 1, [Ili% sincere belief that in giving his or her lit,.' that their sag:nfloe o% errides any other person's constitutional right
to interfere with their final set's ice' I would
also like to see this state legislature pass
law that would make the interference of a
militars person's funeral or memonal sets
ice a felons, punishable by 5-10 years on
prison
I would like to see the ACLU file suit
and take the stale all the way an the
Supreme Court with the &won Court
supporting the esle's title Is have such a
law ad give ihasa man and swoon die
honor muldienky it they have Selleed Is'.
giving *eh Ilk far this country aid ib
Constitution.
Mr. LA, Landers
Hardin. Ky.

%Garrey L.
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Allred Mame
Allred Wither,91. Ky. Hwy.94 Sate. Money aka Chime assmunity L died Saturday. Peb. 4, 200b, at 1:40 p.m. at MalayCalloway County Hospital
He nand that 22 pare of service as die
sepanthmethm ef twarior
piling at Meru*
Sone Usiverelay. He was a ateraber el Ma
Own Dann Chnedi where he was a useenher
ef ithedten fianday School eel hed served as
taws dame d der aura and tart
Sway wheel seumanondow. A Kaaradry
awl Xbitl dopes Mews.be was a Nei:
bet Of llow.bt
Leap Ne. 276 of Pres nod
Messes. Rap* Ibis Vow* and
d the %dd. lb sea deo honorary
Mims
mayor of lip Grove cenowsky.
Boos lese 12. 1914. is Callaway Casty. be was sbe sus at ie
lase anis %Valetas sod Lase
WIlliases. Also peas&
ing Mn le dads wore ker sionn. Ode Peden. COM Lawrence.
Triskleas ad Kale WIllkwis. asd ante tostbers. &pal. Ehaba
and Mani
Sorrivers Welk bissib. Mn. Cadall labia Wiliam to
%haw he was waried kw ii, 19* 111 %NM Me am NAM
Warmth %Mem tied wife. Ranee, sad dew growidtibbee.%hey.
'apneas wed ambit Wilms,all of Macs:los: two dows-iwire.
NrifIL lava Dell Harry. Murray. and Mn. Faye McNutt.Poica;several ism NW nephew s
l'be femoid will be Wednesday at I p.a. U ie elipd et LH.
Cr
NNW Home Km. Calvin Mains mid Sm. Worse
Ong McNutt will give the eulogy. RI*
Heavy Al
follow in the Oho Grove Cemetery.
Viinelos will hc at the funeral home !men 4 to 8:30 p.m.
Theming..

=

We.Albs Same
90. Murra.s. died Sunday. Feb 6. 2006. at
Mrs. As V
229 a.m. at Fin View Nursing Home.14Mray.
She was a member of Tienple Hill United Methodist Church and
'stormy Slit Casper Nu 433 Osier ofie Ewan Star
Her bushood.
ene eau Prewice Willinas. one SASter. Ruby Grove,ad two brelliers. lee Roberts and Foe Roberts.
.11I preceded her is death. Born May 21, 1915. in Calloway County.
5tic v.as the dallier ot the tale Henry Roberts and Elsie Lee
Burkeen Roberts
Survivors include one daughter. Ms Joan Williams. Pittsburg.
Pa.: four grandchild's's.Peart Roberts and Cnug Williams. Benton.
Barry Mulvihill. Columbus. Ohio. and Shannon Mulsihill.
Pittehurek; these pent-graedclildren. Nicole Strode'. Benton. Kyle
Yost. chewy MIL N.C.. and William Mut.ihill. Pittsburgh two
greal-gretairmadchiMmo.Blake and Bailey Strader. both of Benton
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Cad W. Davidson
RN Carl W Day idson *ill he Tuesday at I p.m in the
of J H Churchill Funeral WM.Pastor Steven Hale will offi•
t.
claw. Burial aill follow in the New Ceecord Cemetery
Vision volt he at the funeral home from 3
$ p.m. today iMonday
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
New Concord United Pentecostal Church, PO.
Box 255. New Concord, KY 42076.
Mr. Davidson. 72. Dunbar Road. New
Concord. died Friday. Feb. 3. 2006. all 2:20 a.m.
in the emergency nivel of Murniy-Calloway
County Hospital
He had retired after 37 years aa a Gems career
for the t • S Steel - Amer./Mb Bridge Oldelen.
Davidson
Crary. Ind A member of New Concord United
Pentecostal Church. he had volunteered his time for his church.
M urray • Callow ay County Senior Citizens, and for the program. -In
His Step 'slinistries... a food distributor for the needy
w Pontotoc. Miss., he was the son of the late
Born 1-eb A. I Y
Jame. C Das idmin and Sina S Riffle Das idson Also preceding him
in death were one sister. Vernon Medley, and one brother. Bill
I Xis idson
Sur%'sots include his wife. Mrs Alrna lean Das idson. to whom
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sated
it as a pregeny nesager for Vail Prepeues Vail. Cal.
Benson. %tepees. WT. Gram •Salem; seggraednes. Bay anies.
Ibe Univening of Mieleapp eine be was
Clinton. Tenn.: two nopgramineadchilina; several nieces and mid then ethemed
imenumand is easelllaing rawask soberipies parase-view web
nephews.
sew far Ole hew athletic *veldt.
The tumoral will be Tuesday at I p ralla Ala
at
Law be ww alataid by X03lisdaeleigg.ain preading
lamed Ham.Bestow The Rev. Make LIMA will damn: e. Budd
and Aka werneeies and pla digninlieg for it Plard
will knew le the Monad'Caw liwory Grim .
Aineeerwien.- Nediend
will be al- it Amend knee air 5 pie. today Paniall Law;alwieuel
Hockey Law. He
Celleglase Adds& Anociiiise mid
(14oeday).
arjeye4 snowboardieg ad Mat
Sieves R and Mimi
Seim Ivors include his panis.
,
116annaTucks.0
41111MI1K
11011115 Milne! Elizabeth Thcheit.
has Chen) Duman Cooney. 43. F. 1L Avows. P.4'-died Friday. Feb. 3. 2006. at 3:34 p.m at St_ Time Hadool. Leitiagem. his grarkweliers. Mn. Virginia Shaw Teeter.
new
Mndleassilis ad Ma.leer Pair Eine& Wasp
Nashville. Tau
A telfunpleyell sad woe investor. he was a fanner eiccudve Mn.Ea Aims aid isbnad. Kevin. ad Mn.Deer Ilklea ad
Keinicky Resublime Piety. He aninded Founthie buiead, Robert. all of Murray: se.eral minim
director of
Avenue Milhediet Chianti. Paducah
He was ham Mogi$3.1962. in Logan County His father. Das id
A graveside mews for Mn. Maud Wendt was soda, tMonday
Canny.peasied hith is dm*.
Sunrises, include his wife. Mrs Amanda Stetson Course,. one 10 a.m. at Makes Cemetery. St Louis
Stypr Family of Funeral Senior. 13980 New Halls Ferry Rd..
dM101111L Bea kate Cowley. and one My& Stetson Dasid Cooney.
Pa/Mak his MINIM Mrs Wanda Lou Penrod Courses, and one St Lam.140. is is eboor of arrangements
Eastmain'of symplity may be maiir so The Gideon Society or
brain. Jae Canary. both of Lewisburg. two sisters. Mrs Cindy
Immanuel lonixes Chapel.
Avail. Leiticiaburg. and Mrs Sarah Jones. Murray
Mrs Wendt. St Lawn. Mo.. formerly of Murray. Ky.. died
TheMing will be today (Monday)at 1 p.m at Elk Lick Baptist
Chunk Lewisham. Dr An Mechem mid die Rev Troy Luttrell will Wednesday. Feb I. 3006.at Mediae Roved Nit.St. lAuis
Sur%'stirs ode* her hishesd. Dowel P WeadL to *tem she
Pallhaseen will be Lee Cooney. Grant Hildebrand. Ke.in had been married far 511 yaw ear daughter. Mn. Phyllis Gervr.,
Cooney. Meet Couney. Jeff Moore. Tim Jones. Keith Davis, Tony and husband. 1 arry, one son. Donald Wendt. ad two pandchikti
Bilk ad David Taylor. Burial will follow in the Elk Lick Baptist Daniel E and Deborah Garrett all of St Louis
Clara Censsery with Price Funeral Home *lc. Lewisburg. in
chirp of arrampasses.
The funeral tor Mrs %Mk' hi Hale ViuIs..n was
Expressions of symplehy may he mask to the James Cooney
it P41041 in the chapel of W G Hardy Funeral Home. Valk'. Station
ScholarOup Fund, BBaT Bank. Russells ilk, Ky
at Burial was in the Bethany ('eseelery.
made
be
may
condolence
online
An
spressions 01 sintiath may he made to Hospice and Palliative
www.pneefuneralhorne.com in the obituary section
('are I LAiUiSS ilk
Mrs Wils011, 70. Louis% ilk. died Thursday. Feb Z. 2tIlits
(Oldu ab
She was owner and operator of the Toad Stool Inn Restaurant on
The funeral for Harold insck1 Gibbs was today Iblonday i at 10
m in the chapel of Cols in Funeral Home. Princeton. Ind Pallor Dome Highway. Louisville
One brother. Ronnie Moubray. preceded her in death Born May
Brian Cook officiated Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
1935. in Mayfield she was the daughter of the lam Eulice and
to.
today
i
Monday
i
p.m
2:30
at
.
Murray. Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to Opal Moubray of Murray
Survivors include her husband. Al Wilson two sons. Mark Hale
Americas Heart Association Condoknces may
sad wife. Pam. and Tim Hale acid wife. Meetly's four duaighters.
at ww*.cols usfunerathome cam
be
Pao Turner. Beth Weems and husband. lwrsay. Leigh Ars Cates
80. Prim-moo. died Thursday. Feb
the Select Specialty Hospital. and husband. Ray. and Leslie Karim and husband. Tim. IS pad2.
children. Shelhs McKenzie. Mac) ad Cassidy Hale. Kim
Fansv ilk. Ind
A teacher and prinsval in Gray s ilk ill tor Fain:hild. Andrew kirinainatt. Michael Turner. Jason. Jeffrey. Kelly
13 yaws. he later raked from Potter & Brumfield as an ac.onnts and Johnathan *ernes. Jra:ols and Paul Caner. TIM Ross and
4aeltn. use great-grandchildren. Ashley. Aaron and
/
payable supervisor alter USW lban 20 years He sersecl in the I nited Matthew 11
and Olivia and Hannah Patterson. one sister. Ms
Keck%
Fairchild
Hillside
of
was
member
A
and
1949
to
1943
States Navy from
Jean(-Xitland
United kfellicubst Chercb. Princeton
Born tact. 8. 1925. in Murray. Kt . he was the son ot the late Ed

lbes Naves%dm
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MSU student event focuses on African genocide
Murray State Inisersity
Students Against Genocide
organization will he hosting a
series of events through Fnday
to promote awareness of the
genocide in Darfur The goal or
the Darfur Awareness Week is to
educate students about what
exactly is happening in Darfur
and to motivate them to take
action to stop it
the situation in Darfur has
nek.orne dire, as o%er a million
people hate been drisen from
their homes and non face death
from starvation and disease The
government and militias are
doing their best to present
humanitarian aid from reaching
the refugees These forces have
destroyed the people of Darfur's
sillages and crops. poisoned
their water supplies and hase
,ontinued to murder, rase and
terrorize the people.
Murray State %indent Gabriel
Akec knows first-hand about the
terror ensuing in Darfur. A
Sudanese student. Akec lived in
the Coercion Refugee Camp in
Ethiopia begin* it 1967.
"When mg lealiopia.the
first few weeks were really bed
and wem because te did not
have fee& water sarchellereg."
Nkec embined."We MIso live
on leaves from trees thit we
gathered and cooked in order to

sursive. Health conditions were
terrible due to the poor condition
of living. During that time, we
sass unforgettable tragedy Ten
to 20 children died from hunger
and disease esers single day
Two months after entering
the refugee camp. they received
food and medicine from the
I. nited Nations Things were
going better for the refugees for
about four years. until 1941.
when they, were forced from
their camp
"When we were forced to
lease Ethiopia. it took us a while
to walk to Kenya." Akec remembered. "We finally am'.ed at
Kakuma Refugee Camp This
mg conditions were
time
much better for the first le*
months The Visited Nations was
pros'ding enough food, and was
building schools and clinics."
Howeser. Alec explained.
after a few months. "lis mg conditions began to decline and
deteriorated beyond human
standard of living. We had to
eat once a day or sayhe three
tunes a week. Of some spent twit
Men if
to three day'. wi
they were not formes* amp
Water. medicine, and school
It is
material., were scarce
tough to live as a refugee
because living is Pial a miner of
sustaining life."

It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping ye,
neighbors for five years

[

vvt-ly not you?

Jon Wuest
Doctor of atiropractic
kit Way,DC
MINIM

Blvd •

Alec was finally able to
lease the camp in 2001. when he
came to the United States His
entire family was scattered in
1987 when they were forced Into
the refugee camps His mother
was sent to a camp in Southern
Sudan and he has set Ina her
since then After mein to the
US.. Ake. was able to send
money to his cousin in order to
find his mother and take her to
Kenya He is able to talk to her
on the phone a lot. e%en though
he has not seen her for almost
two decades
"I feel great and proud about
the Students Against Genocide
organization at Murray State
It
Unisersity in particular
means a lot to care for others.
and as a Christian. I think that
Matthew 25: 33-36 in the Bible
reflects exactly what SAG is
doing 1 know that the people
of Sudan will not reward them.'
Akec said. "but God will reward
them for their work
Akec is also set') appreciative of MSLI and the Murray
community as a whole "1 am
thankful to them for taking a
lead to stand up against one of
the worst cnmes going on today
in my country I am thankful
for SAG and I am proud to he
part of it."
During the week. Student.

Against Genocide is sponsoring
several different es ents to
increase an aeries" on the genocide in Darfur From I I am to
2 p ni through Friday a photo
gallery and workshop will he set
up in the Cum. Center Dance
Lounge featuring information
on Nem A silent AUCtIOn to
raise money for the International
Rescue Committee will also he
held at the same location during
the same time throughout the
entire week
At 6,30 tonight in Mason
Hall. a Frontline World News
Video. ''Sudan. The Quick &
The Terrible.** will he shown.
- een Shasta and
On Tuesday. L
Brent Snader will speak on the
history of Sudan and the Darfur
Genocide AS part of the humanities and Fine Arts Cultural
Enrichment Series the discus
sion will take place at p.m in
the ("urn. Center Theater
In %rather Museum on
Wednesday, al
10 p in . a
speaker panel on Options for
Action will meet. Emanuel
Uwalaka, Klint Alexander and
Gabriel Ale. Mill speak on
humanitarian intersention. student actis ism and possible poin
'cal solutions to the Darfur
genocide After the panel convene.. Staci Stone will lead a
workshop !
letter-writing

Congress and the I nited
Nations in Business Building
Room 2l
p m in the
Thursday at
Freed Curd Auditorium.(iahnel
Ales' will tell his personal story
of lising in Sudanese refugee
amps Also. on Thursday and
Friday. the Cum. Center
Theater's Cinema International

will show 'lost Boys of Sudan..
nightls
at
Students Against Genocide is
the
for
money
raising
Rescue
International
Committee. which pros ides
food, water, medication and
education to the refugee. in
Martin Any donations are wet/.
MC

Which 8:aliment is true?
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved *
-He that belteveth and is not baptized shall be saved -He

WhicttliatementOo you imilvn?

Hazel church of Christ
Hazel. KY 42049
'Mark 16- 16

(270)49241603
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CCHS Council
6Fly
Calloway comfy High School Site-bawd
Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at IV pm
in the ittc.1,,i entcr of the sctu•JI

Veterans will be given assistance
and assistance to filing claims tor state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.ni to noon at the National Guard Armors
Highway 121 North. Murray. Ron Maltire. regional field rep
reventative of Kentucky Deparument of Veterans Attar
gise the assistance. For infommtion call 1 -K77-K12-0h4.
1?:.
-OW 1•

Project Graduation plans promotion

Mr. and Mrs. Keel

Barber and Galloway

Abby Felts and Matthew Keel were married Fnday. Sept
40. 21105. an Fort Walton Beach. Fla
The hnde is the daughter ol Russell and Lisa Felix of Fairfield. 111
The groom is the son of Jim and Lesa Keel of Coppell.
Tesas. and Greg and Paula Chandler of Murray
The ceremony took place just prior to sunset before J small
gathering of family
Vow% and rings were_ exchanged beneath an arch decorated
with flowers. flanked hy tiki torches and small palm trees
Alison Leathers. sister of the bride. was matron of honor
and Milli Vaughan was bridesmaid. They are both from Fairfield.
Sers mg as hest man was the groom's father.
Music was pros ided hy Judy Link. cellist.
A dinner and reception lollowed at Angler's Reachsidetinll
in Fort Walton
Following a honeymoon in Amelia Island Ha.. the i.ouple
is residing in Antioch. Tenn

krry and Carolyn Battier of Lynnsille 4.11110UMC the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Kimberly.
Dawn Barber. to William Robert tBobi Galloway. son of Bobby
and Donna K. Galloway of Sedalia
Miss Barber is the granddaughter of the late Fort and 'Thelma Dillon of Hickman County and of the late Clifton and
Willie Mae Barber of Lynnville
Mr Galloway is the grandson of Mrs. Betty Watts and the
late William S. Watts and Mrs. Lula Mae Galloway and the
late Robert L. Galloway. all of Sedalia.
The bride-elect. a 1999 graduate of Gust's County High
School. Is a 200A graduate with a bachelor degree in marketing from Murray State Cnisersity. She is employed by Rudolph's
•
Inc.. Murray
The gmoin-elect. a 1991'. graduate ol times County High
School. is a 2002 graduate with j bachelor degree in agriculture business from Murray State Cnisersity. He is employed
hy Clark Farms Inc. of Ls tins ilk
The wedding will he Saturday. Starch II. 2006. at 6:30
/1 iii ii Virst t .nited Methodist Church. Mayfield
\II ml.iiises anti Iftelld• are mnisited

Ladies of the Oaks
The lathes of the (kaks Country nub will play Bridge on
Wednesday at 9:15 a.m at the club house
Sersing as hostess will he Janet Kirk. phone 753-7411i.
Members are asked to call Kirk to sign-up or to cancel piny.
Bridge winners at play on Fels. I were lironcla Parker. first.
and Masa Read. second Kirk sened as hostess

eillegeNews
Barber named to list
Rachel N. Barber of Murray
BOWLISti GRI 1 S. Ky
to the de.m's list for the fall 2005 semester
has been
al Westeni Kentucky I nisersity
Barber is a 21105 graduate of Calloway County High School
To he placed on the deans lust a student must fuse a
grade-point As crag': of 4 to I 79 on a 4 „aic
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A'S LARGEST COAST
NOW IN MUMMY
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Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
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•[)rapers • Stir% tait.% Rod'.
• Custom lirdding
• t. ',holster.% •.‘kt-t-ssortes
• I )csign Service
• C11,411,M Blonds A% ailably

• 10000 Financing No Down Payment
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans

.V.••()newly .11.-wr Than 1.t44'

• Loans Customized To
Fit Your Life & Budget
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u.iom Wiaitiow Treatments
)rdcreci in the %iamb

•
Ott •`•-y
PR(-AM/
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200 Poplar St. • Morro. KY
Plane 270-753-7665 or
Toll Free 888-246-4093

Multiple sponsorship
opportunities available
The(baracter Counts' Ci bah non ins Iles the public to participate in the third annual Character Counts Celebration to
to
he March 4 front
12 In pin at the Murray State
nisersity ('urns Center.
This year Murray and Cal
low as County were selected as
one ill -America's Best 100
Communities for Youth
The Character Counts' C{WillttiOn. along with school and
community leaders base helped
to teach the young people the
'.is Pillars of Character which
are: 'trustworthiness. Fairness
Respect. Caring. Responsibili
is and Citiienship

• •• •
• Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
•

1 orr.tine McMullen
& 'slatthe%s 1. vet

•
•

Jennifer Schati
St Bryan Bartlett

•

Natalie ooper
& Matthew Hinton

•

Marcie l'arm
& Jesse Clark

•

SKI NCARE

•

•

•
•

1.auralee hoover
& Jeremy Latimer

• Aging & Sun Damaged Skin

•
•

Paula Hoisapple
fcensed Aesthetician

\maniia Birkner
& Kyver Lough

Temple Hill Lodge will

mot
temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons sml
Ks. H•.!, 4414
m .,t !he
meet Tuesday at

t of Alm°
ea,

Health Express lists stop

Angel Alert issued by center

African-American Read-In today

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

Sheridan

will perform

her one Sornan shou.

Pomegranate Seed.- on tonight at 7 p.m. in Wralher West Is,
tucky Museum. Murray State t msersity This is sponsored hy
the %omens% Center of MSC and admission is free

t, in

When A Stranger Calls
P;13 - 725 - 9:20
Glory Road
PG - 7:15 - 9:40
Hoodwinked
PG - 6:55 - 8:50

Jill ‘NOod
& Robert Fllison

• Acne Treatments

will hear Gray Tuesday

TOPS
Bob bye (.ray. RN and health education coordinator for the
Purchase District Health Department. will he the guest spe.ik
er at the meeting of Murray Chapter of TOPS. 40616 at I ..
sersity Church of Christ. near Wal-Mart on Tuesday from
to I() a.m. Persons are to enter on the side of the church
where the carport is located. Visitors are welcome. KR more
information call Joyce at 761.1441 or Amy at 4,15404

Kappa Department will meet

•

• Face & Body Waxing
• Chemical Peels

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m at hist
Methodist Church. Please enter from the •011thSitiC ream ti
located near the playground The only requirement is that th,
he a problem of altioholism or addiction in a miaow or friend

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight

Anne Pickens
& Michael Knox

• Facials • Microdermabrasion

is
on

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

I, oss

•

athertne I lu rt
& Arthur Lane

I I

Sheridan program is tonight

Kim Bryant
& Sean I iavers.tock

•

meet Tuesday

Singles will
Murray Singles (SOS) will inert luestia) at
anon 01 Calloway Public Library. limo will he di, --.
the Sissies Voleetiar Dame to be Feb 10 from 7 441 to
p.m. at Joe Dragon Building at city park at Benton This
open to all singles For information call Mike at 754- 1 1k0
Pat at 4119-2909

.111011
This
promises to he the biggest and
best yet and our theme will
till Ineet Tires
• Mu I • Wo
.
k.,,
he 'Character Counts Celebrat- (las at 6 41 pin at the club house Belinda Wallis and I in
ing Esery day Heroes—. Accord- LIRodleile will present a program on -Challenged to Be
ing to leaders of the esent.
110%1CSW, will he Cathy Pigg, Canta Boggess. ('yin:
all C
To sponsor a booth to pro- Gale Cook. Rita Henley and Aimee Henley
mote and focus on one of the
sis pillars of character. reNCTIC
youth booth space by contactHealth Express will otter lipid profiles and blood pers.,
ing Jackie Thurman lithurinn Ind 1
and ritilse checks on Tuesday from 7 to I
inansrheritagehankky.com. fax
to 2:30 p m at SAW-A-LOC MILIETay
753-7977t or Ann Frahner
tamfraherurpella.com. fax 7672799) Booth space is free. hut
has issued an
County Family K..
Iirmmmtcd Resenations should he
angel alert for an electric ...his t: tom a tall111), A111%011C has mg
made hs Feb 17
Additionally the Character one to donate I'. Asked h , call the center at 762-W
Counts' Celebration will produce a four-color publication
-liege at \I
15010 run i with the help of
William Deeker at Promotions ray State Unisersity will host readings in conjunction with
17th annual African-Amencan Read In, sponsored hy the !station
Plus. This publication is scheduled for insertion in the Mur- al Council of Teachers of English. on Monday. Eseryone in
nn Lediter & limes on Fell. the community is ins ited to attend and to read a short (4-6
.11
minutes m selection of prose or poetry written by an African
American. The library (nem will he from 1 to 6 p.m and
For more information ion•
Hester College read-in will begin at K p.m Refreshments still
tact Decker at 227-1419
he sened it both plates

CALI, FOR APPOINTMENT
270-753-6361

ounty High School PrlkiCA.1 (if•ElUathifi ‘k Ili h..
a rebate day at Captain D's on Thesday. CUA10811CflE are asi
to tell the cashier they arc there for CCHS Propel Grad
non

Big Monuaa's House 2

‘ici..‘inio Heights %Wet Ih•tri:1 will meet tonight at r,
in the tIl•Iflit OtisliC it "I \IMO Rd . Almo

is tonight

Support Group
Parent Support (troop will meet tonigii;
Death ot
pm For more information call 753-7129

Assistance offend

AARP Tax
,way County Senior ('in/ens Center. 607 Poplar
will host AARP Tax-Aide, a free and confidential tas
St
preparation sers ice on a first come. first serse basis nen
a.m to 1 p m from Fat I io Nrini 12
Yvedncsday from
Tor more information call Ten at 753-0929

Free
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Celine/ay Camay Middle
Sdiool has Messed OM knew
roll tor the second seisiesser
44 school as folios..
s11-1i Gat xi*

TRAmSkedgisr a Timss Photo
Lam the MGR.lifkik Ube le children at the Apple Tree Weed Monday morning out
the importance of Ind peimmlag VW NM IDe1 out for Se signs of lead M paint.
in the yard, sidewalks, drIvoirege and other gimes. Cindy liengrom. RN,(1.m411)and
Rita Sympson. RN (notglahmerliIrma the Purchase Area Neellh Depesemeetpreeented the program to an anemia group of youngsters who amply wilielpsIsil in 1110
learning activities. The MINN work WWI 1111,0111411118110 Nd Illert in•fileellity Siert
program that Neches students about various bases inehiling thildifsik imsu and
playground SAW

Donation Given for Cancer

II*
Ani1 tO
rch
ore

• crovgied
Teresa Irby (left) and Greg and Sheree story (back left) employees of Wal-Mart. present a check for $500 for the grant for the Rally For A Cure Susan C Komen Breast
Cancer Tournament held at Oaks Country Club. Accepting are (from left) Melva
Hatcher. Cynthia Darnall, Jo Anne Auer and Mary Alice Smith. lady members of the
Oaks Country Club

Calloway County 4-H plans 'Fizzin' February
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mid preparing
iiiorgani/in
in Fehruar.%
fix cm:lung,
educational
esents
Youth
in.ol.ed in
4-H arc
gaining
tour impor
tarn lifeExtension long skills
which are
Notes
master).
By
belonging,
Ginr% Harper generosit)
and indeA_Ient
pendence
Youth
for
The solDevelopment
unleers in
‘,ur program grow and gam
Adis As the help .outh
Accomplish the lifelong skills
Above
Man) dubs and project
. ioups are beginning their
ttorts this month Here is A
Janie of the club work and

r
Ilk

ut the
Iii

in
1-6
an
and
Aill

esents that Are. tilling ifl
February..•
•4-H Speech and
Demonstration Training will
he at Calloway
Library from 3:30 to S p in
Feb X. 15 and 22 and
March I. Sharon Siehold
will he the instructor. The
competition Is scheduled for
March 1 at Westside Baptist
Church Call the Extension
office to sign up. Special
supplies will he given to
those that sign up hy Mara)
•4-H Council will not
meet in February hut will
meet in March
II 1-H Sewing Orientatrim Mondav from 4 to 5:30
p.m. at Extension office.
•United Wa!, Celebration
Breakfast ill he Feb 10 at
7.30 a.m at the Senior CMresettens Center Call
yawn in 1N Feb 5 to the
Extension office
, hosi.1 Team
• The Dale!

will he organ/mg and meet
ing this month Call Coach
Gary Lawson. 489 2.7: tor
more intormation !ht. state
.ompetition will he March
Its at the Uni.ersit. of Kentucky lxiongton A junior
And senior team will corn,
roe
•The 4-11 agent will he
at the State Estension Conference in Lexington Feb. RIO
• Volunteers arc still
needed for the Reality Store
Feb. 16 and 17
•Teen Extreme w ill meet
Feb. 17 at 3710 p.m at the
Ertension office.
U Calkl%141!. C011at,, 4-H
Shooting Sports Club will
meet Tuessla at h p.m. .it
the National Guard Armor)
All youth need to he &Tompanted b) an Adult
S Geolop I will begin
luesdam from 3:10 to 445
p m at the Extenxion offsix
And again on Feb 11. 21

rod 25
• Horse Judging and
Horse Lloyd Team v. ill
organic Fell 1; from 4 to
h p.m At the Nest Ketuuck)
Expo Center All interested
MOM
)outh
i.oaches are needed
• Dust Spurs Horse
Club %ill meet Erb. 9 at h
p m at r location to he
announced The %tension
office has another meeting
tor Regional Horse College
• Realit. Store trill he
Feb. 13 and Its Al MM
Cum% Center Xokinicers are
still needed.
•Entomology Club. the
Bug Club. will meet Feb lv
and 2b at A location to he
announced.
•4-H Communlij11011.•
Day will he March 1 ai
3:30 p.m. at Westsirk Baptist
Church

Student of the Week

,owase
WNBS-1340AIA and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Reams
recently recognized as Student of the Week Angela
DefUlla (second left) a senior at Murray High School.
Also pictured (from left) Rebecca Landoll. Loretta Jobs
Century 21 Realtor. Teresa Speed. MHS prtricipal. and
Amy Gannon, WNBS 1340AM representative

Sprick discusses CHAMPs program at MSU
h%

I

Dr Randall tRandi Sprick. dU•11C J••adertitt- en.ironment
Since the inception of this
All internationally known author
and teacher consultant based 1PProach. 1 have received man)
in Eugene. Ore. met with stu- positoe comment. trom Area
dents and tacult) of the Col- school officials praising the
lege of Education at Mum) efforts of the College of EduState Unisersits on Jan. 19 cation in pros iding this embedto provide additional insights ded training."
The College of Education
into the implementation of his
began OM* for the
CHAMP% program approach
CHAMP. is J proactive and ti.e to womanise the CHAMPs
positive approach tm dassMOITI model into at array of cours.
management that is widel nit- c. offered M all education
lied Is) public and primate map*s in the fall of 2005 The
program of instruction was
schools across the nation
Sprick is the Author of the instituted at the besieging of
the carnet semealet The phi('HAMIN program as w ell
numerous hooks and ankles luso,* WM guides die model.
dealing with discipline and and th MSU hilialive. is the
elawoonn managemeet He belief NM sppisorioe modem
cm.* M Muria) State at the mu.tor muse be taegkt and
mose of facsky the Col- the %asi mitfority of students
lege of Edacedoe vim an wants to behave appropnasely
antelved is die iskimite at Mer- and will respond in a positoe
rily Suite aimed at equipping manner to men instruction
all education maims with the Wall helicses. and Sprick
imeaddiag Ike
wogs.
skills required for ettecti%
CHAMPI bairn* is othication
dassitemis ummegement
Ot. Ryes Wall. dean of the courses is a positive ad inn°,
College of Edscaliati. who %44% sati‘e approach to training
Moremmed la-4rieecWeg this future teachers.
I. Yancey Watkins. long
dis. oast "We Moo
dear of early childhood
time
eauisem
romot
smsdnes
dvely in the abeswe of a ern and secondary education at

Murra State I. no ersit %tat ed. This approach Is a per
feet lit for our college And
students because SmI man) of
the schools and school districts
in our region ha.e implement
ed the CHAMPS prbgram Prolessors have the opportunity to
observe student teachers uti
hung the skills we taught in
their initial expenence as teach
ers "
Dr. Pam Matlock. coordma
tog of Murray State Unocrq.t. Paducah campus. exp.,
ed on AIN theme smith
°triers anon% regaling the , •
mem. of ihmilla expose,
Sprick's mask 'My "tusk
,
AM hungry far webeimg in
mom melawestmelL,"cb
-This is Ike avec' to
ing that Ifighlead saideol
crs de most "
SIM* *hew. that 51,u-ri.
Stale thiversos is ml
selversky
\it gratin
the teachWpelp1Mtion pair
Offering 111•21 wads at an.
agemeel to the faculty
activities/N. of the 0111(
44 lidecalion he mist.N1
ray *Ma is in the fare,

of training tor teachers in a
%a) that no other uni.ersit)
in America is doing I am so
excited about %hid 1111111Ta Stage
I think it may
Is doing
become a model tor teacher
training in other unoersities
in our nation and I want to
he supportive of your effort.. For additional inform:aro,
contact Dr Wall at 7412 3K2*+
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CRP re-enrollments, extensions available for 2007
Agriculture
WASHINGTON.
Ses.-retan Mike Johiums announced that
l'SDA will begin notifying certain agricultural producers with Consen anon
Reserve Program ICRP) contracts
expinng in 2007 that they may extend
ie re-enroll their contracts.
"Approximately 16 million acres
subject to CRP contracts expire in
2007.- said Johanns. "Fulfilling
President Bush's directive to allow ehgibk: farmers and ranchers to re-enroll
or extend their CRP contracts helps
ensure that the quality of soil. water. Illf
and wildlife benefits of CRP continue
MOOS the Nation for sears to come."
Farm Service Age's:, (PSA)county offices will begin notifying twain
CltP autopilots by mail with expiring
he Are (lied* for
contra:is ,n

re-enrollment& or two- to use-year
eoloonieos Ponicipants eligible for reelleeneimen will be offered a 10- or 1 5ymr tiontroct provided there are
1•11081811 MOMS on the original land
emit la the cesitact.
Fillesaleurcame*aspiring Sept
30. 2010. ate sot alisibie far exteasites
PSA weed the Folviresseedal
Bewail Wee Mallto deemed eligibility for CIRP re-mwellmma or extensions. Additioael omit won considered
for contracts withal nohow{ CRP conservation priority atm. The EB1
addresses expected benefits to water
quality. erosion. enduring benefits, air
quality and wildlife habitat.
FSA ranked individual contracts
into one of five uers based on the ens,origina1 FRI
ronmental bent-itt. ,,t

score Eligible participants nuikuis in contract or se tiaellidlild 00111M10. FSA
the firm tier i.e between S1-100 per- will review the cameo to mew that
cent) of the EBI will be afforded the the regeried weer in moialainod and
opponututy to re-enroll their land in there is cemplimee al& eller owesert
new contrects. Farmers and ranchers provisiesa. le addidea. to he dir.
be able at dam 'het
with wetland" is this top tier risking participle's
dory am abalbelkg implore& ter
are eligible kw a IS-yeee mama
Eligible priticipme nakies ia the the west eseolleued pie& hi Ile caer
spited mad MU
second tier (i.e. behests6140 perotat) o( e_.
may extend their CI?_---for fivy van qpiy.
USDA also maeomiced that a peeryears. Eligible participeats rookies
within the third tier (i.e. between 41-60 id CRP elia-ep MS be held this aping
reachers will be al* to
percent) rruiy extend their CRP con- Foam
empeeleive patracts by tour years Eligible partici- make alba kr
pants ranking in the fourth uer 0.e. erel Wpmg ion hid* 27. 2006.
between 21-40 percent) may receive am* AO Id. 1006 at liar local
three-year extensions. Eligible partici- PIA offices. Cam for pure, signpants ranking in the bottom tier may ap will be eadmiall band as See Neviroseemel Were (viihNide, water, boil.
extend their contracts by two years
H ti appro‘ mg a re-enrollment air and radar* baselits)aid cost

Updated Undeliverable Phase,
II Check list is available
FRANKR/RT — An updated list of 2005
Undeliserabk .Ptimie 11 Checks that remain
Unclaimed has been made available. The
Otreernor's Office of Agriculture Piticy is seeing
the Waal posting of the list J
11.1011Lh ago
In June 2005. Kentucky sent out over
164,000 checks to certified recipients of the
Phase II Tobacco Settlement program. In the past
month over 800 cheeks have been claimed and as
of today. there remain approximately 2.4(()
checks that did not reach their intended recipients
The reasons for the undeliverable checks
include: no forwarding address kit: expired forwarding address, the recipient is deceased. the
recipient is not known. or the PO Brix was
closed.
In An etiort to locate the rightful recipients of
these checks. the Governor's ()Mc, of

die results tRis

Agriculture Policy have made available an updated comprehensive list of those who were issued a
check, but had it returned tot various reasons.
This list is on the GOAP website at
httplitobaccotrust ky gosiphase_ni.
The list is sorted by the last name within the
county in which the farm was registered accord-mg to USDA Farm Senna. Agency. If you should
a certified recipient. please
locate your RAMC
contact our call center toll-free at 1-877-549/537. The representative taking your call win
verify some personal information, and then collect the correct mailing address information in
order to mail you the check
In addition to the name of the recipient, the
list also contains the claimant ID number, farm
number, and check number. Meese have this
information asailable when speaking to a call
center repreventative. Please sall trickly because
these check% will CApife OW MOB 30. 2006.

Web trading system attracts
riculture stocks
valueBy The Acsocated Press
SIOUX FALLS. SD (AN
--. When South Dakota So ybean
Processors changed into a limited liability compan in 2003. ii
had to designate an independent
agent to handle its stock trade.
to
turned
It
AgStockTrade.com. J Sioux
Falls-based Internet site that
matches buyers and sellers ot
value-added agriculture companies. Both the soy co-op and the
site seem happy with the result
Secunnes broke! dealer Greg
Wilson said his niche Web site
has been growing "leaps and
hounds" since Its launch in
2002. He said it matched up
about $" million in trades last
year, up fourfold Iron) 2004
Wilson said his service is
similar to what Nasdaq was in
its early days. except instead of
attracting tech startups. it's
geared toward small agriculture
companies and iL o-ups The site
is registered as an ahem:lose
the
with
trading
system
Exchange
and
Securities
Commission
Lake Area Com Pnicessors
1.1.C, which owns an percent r4
Dakota Ethanol, was Ofle of the
first companies to begin trading
on the site. said membershIr
coordinator Alan May
May said the Web has
allowed the company to attract a
much larger audience and now
has members in about 11 states
-Quite !rankly. I don't think that
would he possible with user-the
counter trading.- May saki
it
and sellers
Buyers
AgStockTrade corn must register to enter their listings, and
buyers typically begin with all
investment of between $10.000
and S20.000. Wilson said
Traders' names are kepi p!
sate. "so nobody knows who the
buyers and sellers are until it's
sent to the hank.- he said
The site works on a mimeo,
trading system, meaning a company 's stock is active for 60
day., then oft. for 60 days
Those wanting to bus a stock
list an offer price and number
shares sought. and those kinky,.
to sell ho an asking price and
number of shares available The
site lists all Ines iran trades.
which goes sort of a historical
market v alue of a compans
shares. Wilson said

SEC rules require shares to
he auctioned for 15 days. so listed shares don't become eligible
for purchase until after a I s-day
waiting penod.
Once buyer and seller are
matched. an e-mail goes out to
the panics, the paperwork gets
mailed and the inoracy is sent to
an eserow Agent. he said.
Companies pay a tee to trade
on the sers ice. Wilson said: and
he makes an average- 3 percent
per trade on commission. which
could he charged to the buyer or
seller depending on demand
"When we're trying to bring
in a buyer, we charge the sellers.- he said.
In addition to Lake Area and

South Dakota Soybean. the
other actively trading companies
include Glacial Lakes, Corn
Watertown.
Processors of
Heartland Producers LLC of
Aberdeen and Huron: Badger
State Ethanol LLC of Monroe.
Wis.. and Dakota Growers Pasta
of Carrington. N.D..
Wilson said value-added
agriculture companies make
great long-term investments.
and he'd now like to expand into
hiodiesel. biomass and wind
power. His goal is to esentually
have 20 companies :tensely
trading on the site
"Wen: lust j small. startup
Internet matching company.
with a huge potential to grow .he said.
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Stephens to represent Purchase with KSA
During
PRINCETON, Ky
the 2006 Kentucky Corrunodity
Kentucky
the
Conference
Soybean Association elected
two new directors to represent
the Purchase and Green River
Xmas
Elected to his first three-year
term. the Kentucky Soybean
Association would like to welcome Davie Stephens of
Hickman County to the board.
representing the Purchase Area
of members.
The operation of Steglase
Farms consists of soybeNall,
corn and poultry.. Stephan
began fanning full-time after he
received his hachelor's degree
of
the' University
from
Kentucky He has also received
a master's degree from Murray
State University
He formerly served as
President for the Kentucky
Young Farmers and is a member
of the Kentucky Corn Growers
.Association. the Kentucky
and
Federation
Poultry
's
involvement in XSA
will allow me it) better stay
informed and have a greater
awareness of the pressing issues
taking place in the soybean
industry.- Stephens continued.
"I hope to then relay that onto
the farmers in my area'
Stephens will immediately
begin serving as he takes the
seat of Joey Parker Parker has
recently completed his maximum term limit of nine years
with KSA.
The Purchase Area includes
Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle.
Hickman
Fulton, Graves.

"I AM looking forward to
%ening on the KSA hoard and
representing the Green Riser
Area. It IN so sery important to
lei our neighboring farmer,
know about the Soy bean
Association and how the board
Is working tor them "
The Green Riser \tea
includes Da% re••. Hancca L.
Henderson. Ms
flItlfl arid Webster counties.
Soybean
Kentucky
I he
encompasses 22
direvtiirs representing os er 400
soybean poklut.CP. I t 'tit' h.'ill
the commtinwealth
ssit
information
www k!. so!, ory

McCracken and Marshall coun
ties.
Andy Sprague ot toion
County has also served a maximum of nine years in KSA.
Gary Thomas of Henderson
County has been elected to
obtain the open seat in the Green
River Area
The H & G Thomas hums
consists of soybeans, corn and
wheat and is located in
Henderson. Along with KS
Gary is ins-01%rd with the
Southern States BOaft/ and the
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
Membership Board. He and his
wife. Sandra, have two children
Matthew and Tara.

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
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Livestock management problems?
Funding is available!

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
•Wilt pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

President Bush stated that he is
osamiatelto tun& utilizing the 3412
millies-Mate enrollment authority under
Cal!" slid lithium. -This general signd0111101111111111* die administration
dukedom le mintainag CRPs auk
rams* eaviranneatel bemedits."
CRP is a voluntary prograin that
helps fanners, ranchers and other agricultural producers protect their environmentally sensitive land. Producere
enrolling in CRP plait king-term.
resource-eonserv ing eilien. with
Commodity CadtCCt1
.ean-dire
o
a
aid Isellmica amielestee.
For more information. coomet your
local FSA office or visit the PSA Web
at:
site
'daltucerdierp
hflp://55 a a fs.a.usda

The Calloway County Conservation District will be accepting requests for
cost share funding under the Kentucky Soil Erosion and Water Quality
Cost Share Program beginning February 1 through February 28, 2006.
For more information, stop by your local conservation district offict
located at
88 Robertson Road So., Murray, KY
Office hours: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to .5 p.m.
Phone: 270-767-0491
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We offer o benefits package,
medical, 401K, paid vacations & more.
Apply In Person Today at

1604 121 N., Murray, KY

ALL
SERPEST CONTROL
CO
TERMITE &

270-753-6433.1-800-264-1433

RECEIVE'10 OFF
for every WV tax customer sent
by a current customer
Referred by

:7rid
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PITTSBURGH 21, SEATTLE 10

Steeling The Show
-Pittsburgh
picks up fifth
championship
Nearly all the Pitts
DETROIT (AP)
burgh Stakes split the drising on this
super Bus ride
From Willie Parker's record-setting run
to the Antwaan Randle El-to-Huies Ward

AP
Pittsburgh s Jerome

Bettis. right. and

Hines Ward

celebrate after the Steelers 21-10 win over the Seattie Seahawks in the Super Bowl XL Sunday in Detroit
Ward was named most valuable player of the game

tricker). from coach Bill Cowher's vahdation to Ike Taylor's key interception.
everyoue contributed
His teammates did so well in Suntiais'•
21-10 Super Bowl victory °y et the Seat-

tle Seahawks that Jerome Bents harel)
was needed dunng his hoinetoming and
farewell
That doesn't mean his celebrates% of
an NFL championship was muted No.

&Ilia Sal so midi sMielaiellea as assist
se Pad Plaid — iNcledies Mkt Nom
Who seeind
his winnow seas at hill
urns. dna saw the Staters 114-51 rod to
their Ant tide in Vs years.
-This is wiry 1 maned 13 years leo.
on des yam" BMA said. -Aloes the
way. I amasaed a kit of yards and a lot
id Pro 5611141, but an
of dm was usnit-scan Iikissise it wan't the nes sons
The as
soal has alsreys hese to win
a chmegissaltsp. sod sow I hew a chainpeoadep."
Aat disally, on Coulter The law gut
an NFL tide in his 14th season as Petsburgh's coach_ the loosest tenure in the
NFL. The tough guy. who lost Pus only
previous Super Bowl 111 scars ago tie
teed up as he walked to mid
field. Terrible Towels waving everywhere
around him, and embraced Seskewks coscio
Mike Wing=
utes a very hurnhling espenerice nght
now.- COW her sa J "It's surreal Ito

'SpoonRACER Good

Thlarliore stories as
Soper Bowl XL ea
31
going to tell you. this is a smicial Four
sibaches.a %PM tai peep ot ;stayers I
was use small pan of dm Want. the MVP mil everyose the had
a beg hated in cam* dir Steelers mood
tying fifth Soper Nowt crown. malchmg
San Francisco sad Dallas The wiled tow
were woo in the Steel Casale en, lad
by the hkes of Mean lac Give* Terry
Bradshaw and Franco Hams
These Sleeken don t have Hall it
Earners like that -- outside of owner Duo
Room) and. in soother fist years. Betrasher
tis the inosee's Noc
Indeed they dida't have • pleyer as the
lineup 'sunday who'd eser appeared in a.
Super Bowl

Five-shotswing
vaults Holmes

is

Witherspoon answer to Racers'
questions Saturday versus Gamecocks

By SCOTT NANNEY
Spools Editor
If there was ever any yues

non who makes the Racers
run. it was answered on Sat
urda) night
Despite playing the final
- se nunutes with tour fouls.
junior forward Shawn Witherspoon sparked a then-reel
ing %Ulna) State unit to a
78 72 (Thin Salk) Coolerence sictor) user sisiting
lacksonsille State in front of
4.609 at the Regional Spe-

cial Events Center
Witherspoon. who finished
the night with a team-best
lb points and eight assists
with sesen
go along
rebounds. saved 5151 116-5.
13-2 OVC) from a potentially devastating loss and kept
it one-game ahead of Samford - a Sorrow 58-55 winner over Eastern Illinois
in the league standing. with
to

RACERS Paw, 2E1
RACERI. •
,
lis Slat.

SCOTT NANNEWLedger &T "
Junior forward Shawn Witherspoon (22) puts up a one-handed shot in the lane
as teammate Rob Kennedy 33) looks on during the Racers win over Jacksonville State Saturday night
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17 Moon 0-6 4-4 4. 14446666-13 78 21. Spumy 4-6 0-0 12. Bay04 0J 0. Poem 0-0 0-0 0 Crow 01 040
atm 2-4 0-06 Latriplur, 0.1 0.00
Tails 24-54 16-2372
UMW ST.(164)
Wolsonsoor 6-8 2-4 10. On 44 3-4
13 GASP 3-9 2-4 S. llesreon i 610 8, halm 2-9 24 7 Weight 1-2
1-2 3 Holloway 1-4
1. Olcrao 000-0 0. J111111111( I -2 2-4 4. Kennedy 01 0-1 0 Reda% 3-560 7 Ammon
34 2-4 8 Sado 25-67 2147 7S
Mulaw Mae 42-34 3▪
Osslo - *unarms* at 620
Soma.44 tam 2-3. hoome 2-4
any 61 ands, 0-1 Moon 0-31
csa.rav sa 7-19 (wievinesen 2-3,
On 2-4 nedolag 1-3. mamma 1-4.
osamay 1-4 WIWI Sft hooted
Owl - Simmer Solosends Awesomely St 34 (Bradley
*My St 43(Gala illAssad
- Jaeldosoello St 17 "mei 5)
away Or 16 61111hoospees
Fade- Adtoonolly St 25. lams
St 19 5-4101

GAMECOCKS 69, LADY RACERS 63

Lady Racers lose
second straight
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Despite overcooling a I

Otos

Page

golf tournament Sunday

at the

the FBR

TPC

in

Open

Scottsdale

Ariz. Holmes won by seven strokes with a 21 -under
par.

Campbellsville native
wins FBR for first win
API
SCOTTSDALE. .kriz
The PGA Tour's newest
millionaire is an easygoing 21
year-old Kentuckian with a wallop of a swing and a knack

for big shots when they re
needed mtvst
Rookie 1B Holmes. play
mg his fourth tournament since
tinning the tour, won the FIIR
Open tt) sesen strokes on Sun
da)
Two moments eaemplified
his triumphant final round One
was a 22-foot nut tor hirthe
to maintain J one stroke lead

over Kan Palmer on the Ilth
hole The other was a big-time
4-iron Nast that sailed NO feet
over the water on the par-5

15th And landed 14 from the
pin Holmes made the putt tor
an eagle. while Palmer nit ?No
4104% Mir the water en ro,
Ii' a double hogey
A one shot lead hecame
siv-shot ads antage and the out
.iene was sealed
-Everything has happened
lust nght tor me and Far got
II See HOLMES Paw

ECA closes out home
schedule with win

Terence games. the Lidy Racers look to secure one 01 the
coveted eight berths in the
Womens ()VC
upcoming

p4 lint deficit in the first halt
and kading tr, one ss ith as Tournament against the four
St, OfS1 teams in the standings
little as 4:31 to go. the Slur
MSt: also pla)s at first-place
ray State Lad) Racers dropped
their second straight game with Tennessee Tech and will host
fourth place Eastern Illinois
Saturday's 69-63 home defeat
in its frnal stretch ol games
to Jacksonville State.
On Saturday the red-hot
The Lady Racers 17-14, fwho
-gamecocks (9- 13, 7-8)
Ct.
had won three (
it
of fou • fore last Thursda)'s base now won six games in
a row and seven of their last
t
kws at A
n Peaty c
right after a nine-game to'.lace
ly sit in seven
streak
staved off a
Ohio Valk) Coinf
Sliirray challenge in the
mgc lost one g.arne ahe
,1 half siker ',oldies on
eighth-place Morehead State
I,r
28 halftime lead.
(10-9. 5-7)emenng this weejt's
isskt hs sesen 436
crucial trip through "Death
29) eat
Valley"
Of their sot remaining con28

J.B. Holmes celebrates his winning

Warriors will play
in National
tournament
Thursday
Stalf Report
Murray Laden & Times
Eastwood Clwosti gin St. Jai:
IT. I:1~d OPUI the home pi ti

Murray

State guard

SCOTT sitsfreaVfoladger 5Times
Alairia Lee (20) drivel to the

basket against the defense of Jacksonville State's
Courtney Slaughter (23) during the Lady Racers 6963 loss to the Gamecocks Saturday at the RSEC.

tiisn of its schedule with .1 'n
52 win oser 1-aith Heritage
fndas. mos ing rthe Warriors
record to 19 1 oil the season
p nest tor the Warriors is
the National Hammond Bap
hat Insitational Totirnament,
which will heron ott'lluirrday
in Hartunimil. Ind EC A will

pia) the w inner of Calumet Hap

list. Ind . or Lion Christian ol
Illinois at it a m Thursday
Against Etuth, Jordan Hat

rell led all %sorer, with 2:
points while Ellk Ramses. Jon
Craig and Slarcus Harrell all
finished in double figures. as
well Ramsey netted I - points.
while Craig tossed in Imid
Harrell added 12
Da.id
sesen

Lakthaiht
Zachary

raag chapped in with

points

While

136s id
four,

Stew an andi thoirges

Wilson each tinished with two
points

.;•
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Ashanti
Georgetown's
Cook (0), drives and
shoots against Pittsburgh's Aaron Gray (33)
and Ronald Ramon (4)
during the first half of
their college basketball
game Sunday in Washington

The Calloway County High School varsity cheerleaders placed second in the
Kentucky Cheer and Dance Classic. held Dec. 10 at Murray State University.
Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Jacqlyn Murdock, Ellie
Fisher, Kaitlyn McColl. Whitney Redden. Amanda Van Ameringen, Christy Westphal. Carle Todd, Kelsey Williams. Kaytlin Young. Heather Lowe, (second row)
Tome Rogers, Courtney Futrell, Kella Evans, Attie Dandeneau, Kelsey Weaver,
Laura Glisson. Ashley Bowman, and (back row) coaches Laura Holt. Mike
Young and Sarh Loveless

Novas
hold off
Pittsburgh
WASHINGTON I APs ictones over two Top
'len learns in 15 days. Georgetown has positioned itself to
he a serious player in the
NCAA tournament
About the only person not
ready to publicly agree with
that sentiment is Hoye% coach
John Thompson III.
down.- Thompson
said Sunday after the 17thranked Hoyas• 61-58 victory
oser No 9 Pittsburgh. "How
many games left.'We'll sec at
the end of the year I'm not
thinking about the grand scheme
just yet. I'm thinking about St.
John's."
The grand scheme includes
a six-game winning streak that
can reach seven with a victory over St. John's on Thursday. not to mention a comeback from a 15-point first-half
deficit against Pittsburgh. The
grand scheme also includes the
upset of then-No. I Duke on
Jan. 21
(inc more thmr The Hoyas
416-4. 7-2 Big East) now hold
sole possession of fourth place
in the Big East. behind No.
11 West Virginia. No. 4 Villanova and No. 1 Connecticut.
The top four teams in the Big
List receive byes to the quarterfinals of the conference tour-

Fifteen members of the Murray Youth Swim Team participated in the Owensboro Mercy Marlins Invitational meet on Jan. 21-22. All team members improved
their times in individual events. The team was paced by Daniel McGee and
Thomas Canning. Both swimmers qualified for the Kentucky State "A- Championships. to be held at the University of Kentucky in March. McGee qualified in five individual events. while Canning qualified in two individual events.
Team members pictured include (back row, from left) Alex Workman. Nicole
McGee. Abby Gibson. Neely Gibson. Coach Pat Wathen. Eve Lavit. Thomas
Canning. Mathew Canning, Trent Lyons, (front row) Kristin Lyons. Belle Lavit.
Celesta Sequerios and Daniel McGee. Not pictured are Josh Hill Robbie Canning. Jesus Sequerious, Kaliegh Rodgers and Kaycee Smith

•Racers ...
five to pit
"Obsiously, at this point in
the season. I would like to
have a two-game lead because
I don't foresee Samford getting heat.- said Murray head
coach Mick Comm. "We have
to play like Samford won•I get
heat. and find a way to win
every game A good thing is
that w c have stepped up late
in games and have done what
you hlise to do to win close
same,"
The Racers did so again
-against the Gamecocks (10-11.
8-7). who were seeking resenge
for a 19-point defeat that MSC
administered them on Ike 19
at Pete Mathews Coliseum in
Jacksonsilk. Ala
For a while in the second
half. it looked like that revenge
would he exacted. as Jack •
sons ilk State trailed by eight
-142-34) at the halftime break
and faced as much as a 12point deficit i51-391 before
mounting J huge rally to actually take a 64-61 lead with
only 601 remaining
A Witherspoon layup with
15:01 remaining gave the Racers a seemingly comfortable
eight-point cushion (54-46i But
the 6-fixi1-5 junior would commit his third foul in a sixminute span at the 10:19 mark.
forcing him to the bench with
four fouls
Murray led hy three 158551 as Witherspoon departed.
But freshman forward Mantis
just the secWright's layup
ond field goal of his collegiate
with I0:03 left would
career
he the last MSC field goal for
more than four minutes of
action
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The (samecocks took advantage with an /14) run. as B..1
Spencer nailed a 3-pointer and
Walker Russell honed I -of-2
free throw attempts to gise
1St its lead
"1 kik.% I had to put Spoon
hack in the game." Cronin
explained "I figured it was
now or never. I didn't want
to wait until we got down
seven or eight points. He's a
redshin junior, so he knew how
to handle the situation i play ing with four fouls)."
Cninin's decision paid imme
diate dis 'clench. as Witherspoon
tollowed J foul shot by Trey
Pearson w ith tour straight points
on a free throw and a 3-pointer to put the Racers in front
66-61 with 4:44 to play
The Gamecocks hung around
for the next few minutes before
a pair of Justin Orr free throws
and a Witherspoon dunk inside
the final minute of play put
the game out of reach.
Afterwards. it was apparent
who made the difference down
the stretch for the Racers
"Spoon goes us a spark
He plays hard every night.'
said sophomore forward Justin
On, who also gas e 51St a
lift with 14 points on 4-of-M
shooting
Jaasonv ilk state head coach
Mike LaPlante echoed Orr•.
assessment
"Witherspoon made big play
after big play after big play
all night." said the sixth-year
Gamecocks. coach "He hit a
big 3-pointer laic. he V* a% 6for-14 from the field, had eight
assists and four offensive
rebounds. He also did a good
job of guarding Courtney
Bradley He just had a solid,
dominant all-around game"

L-.

ONS06,11 U

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

.1,

From Page 18

17)3 571-

•

The Racers now oriel the
final stretch of the regular season with oerhaps their toughplaying tour
est challenge yet
of their linal five conference
games on the road.
The difficult stretch run
begins on Thursday. w hen Murray plays at fourth-place Eastern Kentucky (10-11. 7-61 The
Ravers' remaining slate also
includes Saturday's contest at
last-place Morehead State 1217. 1-12) and a Eels 16 hat
tie at Tennessee State (8-12.
7-7).
Following a home ESPN
Bracket Buster matchup with
Illinois-Chicago on Feb. 18.
MSC will close the regular
season at third-place Tennessee
and al home
Tech 116.8, I I
versus Tennessee Martin 1012. 7-9) on Feb
The good nests for the Racers is that they have defeated
all of those league loes one
already this season, including
a 29-point 180-51) smashing
of the Colonels and a 52-point
i92-40) pasting of Morehead
on the opening weekend of
league play in early December.
However. Cronin warned that
the Racers shouldn't expect an
easy stretch run
"Everybody we play in the
conference from here on out,
we hase beaten But the last
lime we played them is mel.
es ant." he noted -Our approach
going into those games is to
find a way to win, not expect
to win We need to try and
play ever). game like it's March
If you lose. 1.041 go home That
way. we can he prepared to
be in that situation when it
actually comes to March.-
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SportsBriefs
•MOO Simmons.a junior from Calloway County Hap School, finished ninth in Sidutidays First Region swimming championships m
Owensboro. Simmons'limo in the 100-sord NANA,was 1 117 56 Josh
HI at Murray was 10th in the 200-yerd IM with a erne ol 2 164 and finished sixth In the 100-vard backstroke with a time of 1 01 11

III Holmes ...
(72) tied for second
%him sieve Lowery 1671, 1.1
Henry 021, Castillo Villegas
(69) and Scott Verplank 68)
It 14k;rider 270. Defending
l'hil Mickelson 1661
bi• rdie,: live of his last six
holes. lochadieg the last four
in a row. le jai hobs Loomard
(71) and leasthas Slug 46114
at 13 under
Holmes displayed a calm
demeanor that stemmed from
playhis days as a thud-p
ing on the high school team
in Campbellsville. Ky.
"Playing with older people.
you learn not to he intimidat
ed as much." he said
On the 17th. Holmes got J
surprise when he saw his father,
who had flown in for the final
round.
"He always said he'd be at
my first one." Holmes said
Maurice Holmes recalled
fashioning a hollow wood dm.en with a plastic handle for
his 14-month-old son Young
J.B took a mighty swing that
hasn't changed since, his father
insisted. No lessees. just "Godgiven ability," both of them said.

From Page 18
the breaks.- Holmes said
He shot a 5-under 66 in the

final round - 5-under 31 On
the hack nine - - to finish at
2I-under 263 and win 5936.000.
Combined with the 5127.500
he won for a 10th-place tie at
the Sony Open in Hawaii,
Holmes became the fastest to
win SI million on the tour. It
took Retief Goosen 'five tournaments to reach SI million
in 2001.
"It was one of my. goals to
win out here It happened real
quickly." Holmes said. "1 didn't expect it so soon. I knew
I had the ability. Every tournament I played. I just got
nament.
more confidence and more conThompson. however. was
fidence. It's just been a whirlmore concerned about the fact wind nght now."
that his team nearly New a
Palmer, who made the turn
10-point lead in the final 39 with a one-shot lead, hit the
seconds against the Panthers. water twice for a triple bogey
sins is ing only alter Pittsburgh's on the par-5. 352-yard 15th.
Ronald Ramon missed a long. while Holmes, his playing partbut wide-open 3-pointer at the ner, sank a 14-footer for eagle
hutier that could hase sent the Holmes' one-shot lead expandgame in, ,,vernme
ed to six, and the tournament
was decided

•MSU
From Page 18
before 1-pointers by Ashley
Brooke Hayes. Erica Gordian
and Jill Fulkerson gave it a
14-42 lead wiith 14:31 to play
Neither team led by more
than three points during the
next 13 minutes of action, as
that time span included six
ties. A Gerraca Matthews
jumper with 3:20 to go knotted the game for the hnal time
at 60-60 But C•ounney Slaughier's pumper with 2.57 remaining put JSC in front for good.
A Paige Guffq jumper
pulled the Lady Racers to within two (65-63) with just 1:07
to play But a bucket by
LaTonya McKinney and a pair
of free throws by Ann-Mane
Healy gave the Gamecocks the
six -point victory.
Murray. junior forward Jot
the team's leading scorScott
er at 18.9 points per game led all scorers with 23 points
on 10-4-17 shooting and completed a double-double with 16
rebounds No other Lady Racer
scored more than Hayes's eight
points on 3-of-II shooting.
MSt. shot just 17 percent t26of-70) from the floor and was
out-rebounded 47-42

Free throws seal
the deal for Florida
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)Sha Brooks scored 21 points.
including a key 3-pointer, to
lead Flonda to a 68-61 win
over No. 21 Kentucky on Sunday.
Brooks' 3-pointer with 1:21
left extended Honda's lead to
61-55, and the Gators t17-S,
5-4 Southeastern Conference)
made 7-of-It free throws in the
final 53 seconds.
Kentucky (15-6. 4-4 SEC1
lost for the second straight time
since defeating then-No. 1 Tennessee 66-63 on Jan. 26.
Brooks made 7-of-12 shots
from the field and made three
of Florida's five shots from
beyond the arc Dalila Eshe
had 13 of her 17 points in the
second half and Brittany Davis
added 12 for the Gators
Reserve Samantha Mahoney
lead the Wildcats with 13 points,
followed by fellow reserve
Sarah Elliott with 12.
Mahoney scored seven points
in 17-3 run for a 25-17 lead
with 4:35 left in the first half

Florida scored the last six points
on a pair of .4-pointers by
Brooks to trail 11 29 at halftime
Kentucky tied the score at
19 with 7 56 left hut failed to
regain the lead
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ree
AP
Pittsburgh Stealers Wide receiver Hines Ward pulls in • 43 yard touchdown plies
during the fourth quarter of Super Bowl XL Sunday in Detroit. At left is the Seattle Seahawks, Marcus Trufant

Ward's drop a prelude
to MVP performance
DETROIT (AP)- Ben Roeddisberger's pass
floated nght toward his hands. Hines Ward
made sure he got both feet down in the end
zone, then started closing his fingers around
the hall
Remarkably. he dropped it
No excuses. The Pittsburgh Steelers. top
receiver flat-out dropped it
-The great ones don't miss halls in the
Super Howl." Ward said "And I want to he
.onsidered one lit the great ones
Helore this Super Howl ended. Ward would
get more hautes to prose he &Nene% to he
counted among the greats And. he wouldn't
bumble those chance? away
Ward completed an ‘I‘1, rertormame sun.
11 pass
Jay hy catching J 4
from receiser Antwaan Randle ii. J trick play
that became the do.isise play In the Su:eters'
21- lo %loots oser the Seattle Scalia% ks
'.nn Swann won the Super
Pittsburgh
Bout \IS iii 1976 Inc making one big catch
atter anottici against 11.111J, Ink ludin?: a di% -

tag grab of a tipped hall that makes all of the
Super Bowl highlight reels
Ward's game wasn't nearly as Memorable
-- that end tone drop was .JUSI his most glaring mistake -- hut it was good enough to win
the MVP award in J ragged game that •AMC
down to two tug plays
'To be named MVP is a great honor. hut
I still left sonic plays out on the held Ward
said "I Lould have had an csen better day
Same for Rivethlisherger. who at age 23 became
the youngest quarterback to win J Super Bowl
{nen though he finished with the worst pass22 ts
er rating by any winning quarterback
Play after play. he played down to his age
Jerome Bettis: Detroit's favorite son, gamed
only 41 yards in what turned out to he his
final game. a nondescript perlormanee ts) one
of toothalls most unforgettable runners
In tact, the enure Pittsburgh offense had lit
de to crow ahout, other than two plays that
were enough to bring coach Bill (-matter his
first championship

This was Bettis' game for him
and two cities to win
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Columnist
DI FRUIT I AP) - As gran,:
mts go. it wasn't much.
The Bus didn't win the Super
Bowl for the Pittsburgh Steelcrs in the final game of his
career Didn't esen has c a lot
to do with it, until he was
given the hall to grind up some
yards and nut down the dock
toward the end
Don't heltese for J minute.
though, that this wasn't Jerome
Bettis' game
He ran onto the field alone
because his teammates wanted
to gise him one final tribute
He walked oft it for the last
time as a champion. helosed
in two cities
And he did what most athwalk awas
letes neser can
on top
"I think the Bus' last stop
is here in Detroit." Bettis said.
quite a ndc Bettis
wasIt
wasn't the same hack who punished defenders in the NFL for
13 years. but he didn't need
to he on this warn.
His role wasn't so much to
run as it was to lead. He came
hack for another year because
quarterback Ben Itirethlisherger promised him a trip to
Detroit. and once he got here
he made them all feel it home
His teammates wanted to
win Jim tor Pittsburgh. one tor
Hill Cowher. one for the thumb
and one for themselses
"They neser lost sight. though.
of the one they wanted to win
so badly Inc big No. .16
-It was all for Jerome."
MVP Hines Ward said "We
were going to fight for him"
The night between the end
tones was largely forgettable.
though Hems helped Rodhlisherger score the Steelers first
touchdown with a Nock late
in the second quarter He wasn't the hest running hack on
the field, not esen the second
hest
Bettis didn't e%en play during the first quarter, and ended
the game with just 41 yards
on 14 came. He wasn't a
shiner. hut he was the only
Steeler on the field for a few
moments as his teammates let
hem savor his final run out of
the tunnel by himself

"Joey Porter told inc. it's
only nght that you lead us out
there It's your home You need
to hnng us in.- Hems said
"I was in awe. They wanted
me to bring them in and I
brought them in. It was incredible It gave me a moment I'll
neser forget.Bettis responded hy trying
to gist the Sweets something
they would never forget He
rooted teammates on. sprinting
onto the field to congratulate
them after big plays and giving them words of encouragement when things went had
When it was oser. Hems
finally had his Super Bowl
championship, the only thing
missing from what will surely
he a Hall of Fame resume He
celebrated on the field, while
his mother - who had neser
missed a game since Hems
cried
began playing football
and his dad celebrated in a
luxury suite above.
Detroit celebrated with them.
perhaps hopeful that this was
a good omen of things to conic
in a city that so desperately
wants to improve itself It was
almost as if a city whose own
team is woeful had somehow
claimed a title of sorts of its
own.
Hem% made his retirement
official even before he left the
field. He held the Super Bowl
trophy aloft, said he was
through, and then went to base
some fun in the kicker room
••It's official, like the referee whistk.- Bettis said.
Assuming it is official. Bettis leaves after rushing 10( the
fifth-mom yards in the histor
of the NFL. He leaves much
on his
like John F.Iway left
own terms and with a glitzy
new ring on his finger
Not man's athletes do that

"They hang on belies mg they
can recapture their glory days.
afraid that it the lease, the
fans who adore them will leave
as well
Remember the images of
Joe Namath hanging on until
the hitter end' Johnny Unitas
did the same, and sou can fill
a league with running hacks
who Wiese they hasen't lost
a step And still base the most.s
that matter.
That won't happen with Het
Us. He's claimed now by two
cities with big Bus stops
This Bus wasn't only hruis
mg. he was considerate Run
ning hacks don't last long in
the NH., especially those who
plow into defenders without
any thought to their own health
Bettis knew his P'ods'ssas
breaking l,iw n, knew his career
was coming to a elose Hut
he didn't want to tell his teammates that because he didn't
want to put the estra burden
on them when !he's were tr- mg to win a Super Howl
He talked to Stealers owner
Dan Rooney last week before
the team Lame to Detroit and
said this would be the end
He didn't tell coach Hill
Cow-her. but Cow her had seen
the effects of the pounding's Bettis had taken and knew any way
So this was it. win or lose
And what better place tor ii
to happen than the town he
grew up in. the town where
his parents still use
The Bus really did stop here
-The script fight now, it
you took it to Holly wood they 'd
turn it down, sasing it couldn't happen.- Bettis said
Bettis was nght. Hollywood
didn't need this script
Pittsburgh and Detroit sure
did, thou h
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411•Mewing.February 6. BM

lseldisiack
Is years Ise
Wog High ficheal
c1::
%am wen
mid
Owney IGO Scheel Speech Asa
woe mond at the Regiewl
Speech Teereamme WM at Hap, . Calloway Cutesy High School
Latent last 66-51 mod Lady Lam lust 611-311 ia beekedmil SNOW
with Akashi Comity High
School Ithwallels at Diallowille.
Rath tem sewers twee David
Groom tad Kai CairMolnsa *sr
Liken aid Dam Lan* mid Amy
Kinn' for Marshals
MI and Alca. Edwin RobessOn will he Itianed 50 years
Feb 10
211 swan ego
t'ity workers closed down a
t ion of North Ninth Street
!rum Vairlarie to Nash Drive on
Feb s to impros e the storm
drainage s!.stem in that area.
Jt ording to Hutch Sergeant
• re• tot 01 planning and engo
neering kw the it ot !Murray
Births reported 'risks& a ho'.
10 A11111011? and 1011!..J 1-N1HW,
a girl hi David and Donna Story.
▪ glfi to Dennis and kiln CAW Ii3rd. a hoy to Richard and Cand
Anderson and a girl to
wont and Myealayos Park. Jan.
41. a girl to Billy and Nast,

Speed. Feb
a boy to Mhos
and Desks Dalton and a gist to
r'hnstopher and Laura Vincent.
Feb 2

30 years ago
'tong J ''hasit prejudice
toward Alurras State 1..rovervitythat has been es ident over the
past tea, s CA(%, MS( President
INtonstantineCunisannivnced
the amain al has been delayed
in (Sc' "'pool construction jam•
I's the Kt-minks Council on
fliFher IJtb....111011
‘10114!. Stale I nosersity Rac

Ily The siesaiseed Press
intim) is Monday. Feb h. the
t7ih day 1st 200h There are 12ft
day• left in the year
loday 's Highlight in History
On Feb h. 1411. Ronald Wil
win Reagan. the 41kh president of
the I noted States, was horn in
Tampico. III
On this date
In 1756. Amerha • third %ice
president. Aaron Hun was horn
in Newark. NI
In 17711 the t toted States won

Et

E3V

L_ tJ

ers tom 71410 and Lady Racers
hod 53-44 le INMINdlell igfales

with Middle Unseen SOW USessehy at Maw MI* swan
Dr Manny ware knee 161111inis
Ins Racers sod Jam Jews aid
Seedy Maces& for Lady Racers.
de yaw ens
!Wished is•wore
Gov. Mewl T. lhaddit
say One.
weeds. era awe PAp. Chia*
Lewin% of Mew Rayamed
Ileeket of Sconsville and Ed
Boma of Bowl* flees to disease the peeposed legislation fur
higher adecation.
Dr. Fmk Roams hes bees
named cheinnesi of the Newly
crowd apnoea et psydioio•
sy at Moray Sum Collage,
acconling to WNW B. liveise.
dean of the sdiool of edrizasion
at MSC.
Murray State College RAMIS
won 106-77 oVer Austin Peey
(governors in a heskethell game
at

Clark'.'.ilk. Tenn Duncan was

high scorer for Murray.
541 yeen age
Published is a Facture of Fannie R. Willis. president of Douglad High School Unit of the
Papent-Teacher Association. ',restated a check tor 55lei as the
fled payment on the COM of
53.000 he the field lights at the
school to W C Elkins. member
of the Murray City School Board.
and W2. Caner. superintendent.
The new field lights now allow
Douglass High School to hew
sporting esents in the evening.
New Concord High School
Redbirds won 112-71 over North
Marshall High School lets in a
haskethall game Junior Eldridge
het tot 22 points tor the Redbirds
Resent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
klf and Mrs Millie Lorton

official recognition from France
with the signing of treaties in
P:111,
In 1701. Stassachusett• became
the sixth state to rants the t S
(sonstaution
In 11495. hemehall legend Babe
Ruth was-born in Baltimore
In 11194. a peace treaty between
the United States and Spain w as
rjlifled lo the U.S. Senate
In 1933. the 2011, Amendment
II, I ht.' Constitution. the 'c'
alled
ansendment was
lautt. Jut k

SOO
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Comics/Purim
Childhood molestation still
haunts woman as an adult
name

ABBY: Whin I was 7,
Roams/ you AIN ham OMBI yew the eight at thr ham of talky aneeplingdiii Iappmm
a Bind and win mairmed
your maim with the
her bier. it happarimi again Mat Imre eel ea
as they
when I was older. Mat lime it *mid have hew Pse Pick
was a coma who speed the ep the phone ad WIea Rape.
aight widt ea. I never Sold in) Muss.bow Naas!Network
mother. I was afraid ske would (R.A.I.N.N.). The toll-free
blame me
110118thar is (BOO) 656-4673.
My
lather Oteemelent 61Mee will guide you
fie et
spent So epeciihmil awvicesthatcan
time
with help you. Their mine feces is
me - I ani on helping victim of sexual
one 05 sever- assmdt. end the law MO your
al children -- assank happened long ago
so it didn't sho
not be a delarent.
occUr to MC
Albr you hive bees cowOD tell hint
%sled. and wcept than you tem
I
have never at fink far what *olived
with pened. it win be wife to sell your
this all my brother became. at that poim.
By Abigail
life. I have his reaction will not be allVan Buren
S uffered important to you.
000
from low sell esteem and had
relationship problems since
DEAR ABBY: I recently
Childhood hew days have gone Encoded a birthday dinner celeby that I has en't thought about it bration for my father at my
and felt deep personal guilt. I brother and his girlfriend's
nese' told anyone what hap- home While the girlfriend,

Dew Akiff

pened until after my mother
died. when I finally confessed it
to a psychiatrist
Now I would like to tell my
older brother Should I? Or
would it he more difficult for
me if my family knew '• SAD.
SCARED AND CO!SEL'SED
IN FLORIDA

DEAR SAD: Not knowing
your family. I can't predict how
they'll react. Howeser, this I do
know: You were sictimiied
twice as a child You base done
nothing for which to feel guilty.
THE VICTIM IS NEVER AT
FAULT.

declared in effect
In 1954. the United States sus
cessfully tem-fired ha the tiro
time a Titan intercontinental hal
listic missile from ('an..
al. Ha
In 19,02. lb people were killed
when a C- I Ili military transport
plane crashed in Evarissille, Ind.
In 19911. President Clinton
signed a tall changing the name
of Washington National Airport to
Ronald Reagan V....hingion Nation
al Airport

"Cheryl." was eating. she
speared a bite of her food with
her fork and then held it down
to the floor for the dog to eat.
Then she put another bite of
food mole her fort asid 1St it.

This caniseed direnhent the
dinner. with amyl and ihe deg
alternating bites off the mine
fork
When she was finished maw
she placed her dinner plate on
the floor for the dog to BMW
eating It was revolting Dlid
and I just sat there, stunned, and
stopped eating. not knowing
how sanitary the plates and dinnerware were Hon would you
HORRIhave handled this''
FIED IN HOUSTON

DEAR

HORRIFIED:

I

would have handled it as you
did. has mg lost my appetite.
too Howeser. if your brother
and his girlfriend base a dishwasher with an extra-hot and
sanitiiing cyck. the plates were
probably -safe to eat from.
I Yech'
000

DEAR ABBY: I recently purchased a "Midler's nog" for my
mother and am haying all of my
siblings' stones added to it
However, last Thanksgtsing,
my brother. the baby of the family, passed away unexpectedly
Should I still add his birth
stone to the nng. or just the sot
s is ors''Your thoughts. please
- TORN IN TENNESSEE
DEAR TORN: Ks all means,
add your brothers birthstone to
the nng To do otherwise would
imply that he never existed
Please believe me when I say
that when your mother looks at
the ring, your brother's stone
will remind her of the precious
time she had with him What
would make her sad would be
knowing that one stone was
missing
000

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail San Buren. also
known its Jeanne Phillip.. arid
was founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips.

Murray Lelligtw & Times

Red ears cause
embarrassment
ORAR OR. GOT
Since
I go voIseeiber (I'm 23 years
old).both way son two etureately red Dew a he of things —
asaiaty. frumnikm. imhaansasmem aod so forth. I have
noticed this probiesa mom new
that I'm getting older
am
and
m o f
ashamed
because this
is
embarrassing and
PeoPle stare
at my CAM
when

Dr. Gott

they're
bright rod. It
I don't know
someone.
111 try to talk to him. butt
get nervous and embarrassed
because my ears get red. and
it's making me act nonsocial.
What can I do? Is there any
kind of surgery that can take
the redness away. or do I have
to deal with it the rest of my
By
Dr Peter GoU

life?

DEAR READER: You will
have to deal with this tot years
more, until scientists discoser
a ewe for stress-related s ascider imeehility. No one knows
the mat ef this phenomenon.
which is fairly common in
people who ate pink:Wady sensitive to the effects of psychological discomfort
While we're waiting for a
cure. I suggest the following.
which I have found useful in

my patients. Ask your physician to prescribe a low dose
of a beta /stocker, such as 10
milligrams of Inderal propranolol t If taken before an medic'paled event. the Mediebse
might prevent your ears from

goals red.
DEAR

Da.

GOTT: I've
rostiody used NOW Btsmol to

cosalwaet disallow sod abdoio
ledspist Pillow* this my
stools were Nark. I know dm
is °flea a sign of intestinal
bleeding. Shoold I look into
Nis? Do I seed to worry?
MAR READER: Intestinal blorthog is, as you know.
ohm Om Wade of black bowel

Ihoefore. you
should hove your meek eke:Lai
for Mood shoo* a aimpk
anew and chemical arielyso.
than eate be perfeemed by
decreer in the dace. This is
called a ildeneccult test and
will tell you whether your stools
are dark because of internal
bleeding .
I doubt that you have male
na (blood in the fecal matter
because there are other casts
es of tan-) stools, including
Pepto avow'. iron tablets. hero
and licorice Your brief use ot
Pepto Bismol is the likely

source of your dark stools,
which should he Hemoccult
negative
As reported in the November-December issue of British
Medical Journal ESA. there 1.
yet another cause of nonheiii
orrhagic, black, tarry •Iik )1,
the ingestion of squid-ink pasta
So. if you hase
squid-ink pasta or one ot the
other compounds I mentioned.
don't he surprised or worried
ii your stools are black Still,
to he on the sate side, have
your stool tested for blood.
To gisc you related information. I am sending you a

copy of my
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WE OFFER:
• Flexible Hours • Tuition-Aid Program
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FORREST
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Nov. renting
Located
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MURRAY Owe and
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KY-LAKE
dookable waterfront
2 7 acres. $19.900
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Also Tractor
strati Landscaping
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Chuck Van Bain
SACKNOS &
T'RUCKPICI
ROY RILL
Septic system. gravel
unite rock
4362113
Doer met a Trees
hoe

RANCH Style House &
105 acres 1 mils from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths
301440 homed shop. 4
Mal holes barn 22x40
shed
equipment
$224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992

2.0 beautitul .14. re.
to
House
Mono. I quiet
Pets Pals and
Pui1ii.k111, I,Siton
-s;
"

The Pad
Paducah. hy
Leah Symphony Orchestra will
prism "Be My Valentine" on
Saninisy Feb. II. at 8 p.m.
at the Carson Four Rivers Center This is the second concen
in the Symphony's new Pops
Series Hit songs by Mancini.
Gershwin and Prima will be
featured along with an appearance by Berm Gibson and her
hand the New Orleans Hot

28R on 45 acres in
Lynn Grove Carport
detached workshop
$79.900
270-753-4109
JA/NIA, SSA.
NEW
The orchestra will again he
Murray Esales,2Ism- under the direction ot Michael
ty rooms. hardwood
Berkown.r. a seasoned drumhoots. ceramic Is. car•
mer and Pops conductor
pet. 3 air wage Lots
Johnny Green, the great corn •
money
for
the
of extras
and conductor, once called
poser
Gram price' 753-3886
Berkowit, a 'Drummer. Con293-9747
WWW KYLAKEFS- ductor Extraordmaire." He has
performed as druouner fur Lila
130 CCU
See area homes for Mionelli. Billy Joel. Elton John
sale by owner or tat and Sting. and has also conyour property
ducted for Mary in Handisch
767-0591 for into
Berkowit, has
Furthert!)..re

Wr Spret41/1Zr Os Cliternifig
$lims a hems ellshils Maw
-Back 0.11 Faunal amiss
•A -id Clemes Arad*
Las Drinest.
wow
•N

lhold Ilerders
275)527-711711er 1270)2934939
LIES Carpal
ClaanInIt
View 1971'
Carpals •Uphohilary
*Emergency Water
Rommel ill**

ELECTRICtiliN
Now ConeL/Ramodall
or trouble. Lic and Is.
eV 30 yrs imp Call753-7091

Calloway
Trash Service

FUTRELL'S Tree
811Palce
removal
MIMI%
owe oulming. fee
lost tesol.
4100100.

Oryver
PERKINS
Jerry
Reishing
Potties.
279.7011411117.
2767.1111.1

Free foamless
ol Derr
7934017
PIANO LIMNOS
islau
*Classical
*Gospel
436 6054

•LOPAIEST MCI
•RELIABLE
2RATES AS LOW As
$15 MO
741-3741 213-41145

Coltot
glad 1101

OS BRANIAY

,IIM
am
Gorner
ritaid

Onears
Greg Alosside

mg prolessionally as J dank CI
hik still in her teens
She was exposed to traditional jan whik working as a
singer and dancer opposite the
great Dixieland trumpeter Phil
Napoleon at Jackie Gleason'.
Joe the Bartender room in
Miami Beach Banu moved to
Nee York City to work the
road hand of Your Father.
Mustache. and Ira% Ord the continent from Victoria. H C to
Guantanamo,Cuba Alter a period working at Disneyland in The
Class of '27 show, she mined
to Nee Orleans where she
formed The Nett Orleans Hot
Jail hand in 191(1.
In 1968 Ham and her hand
took their music to an expanded audience. by adding to their
touring. pertormaikes ts iili sym
phi my or hestras Vi ith an ester)
%He repertoire of songs trieli
the 1920s through the Mk.

ss orked Broadway show, such
..F.% ILE" "Pacific Osenures
and The Tap Dance Kid."
Gibson
I bahnew
Banu
stands vinually at the top of
her field A supenor and swinging jan singer. Harm is one
of the few vocal i•is of her
generation to stick exclusitely
to songs of the 1920. and '30i.
A powerful force on stage. her
enthusiasm and showmanship
are highlighted by her wide
range and ersatility. spasm*
Bestir Smith to Billie Holiday The Boswell Sisters to
Sophie Tucker: and Lee Wiley
to humy Brice.
Born in Dayton. Ohio. and
raised in Hollywood. Fla . Banu
studied dance from the age of
three and voice alter turning
nine years old. A natural perrunner, she graduated from college aith a degree in music
and theater, and started work -

Mum Lilly&
Timis

270-753-1918

Haim • performaike cot Crs
many highlights of America'.
golden age of popular musk
Not content to copy the past.
Banu Gibson & the %lea
Orleans Hot Jai/ are creahie
a 'thin the boundaries of the
genre. They consistently %mem
fresh and mut:in:one vana
lions of songs as old as
years, going nee life to time
less, untorgettahk music with
their irresistible presentation.
Special thanks to New Page
and Paducah Potter System for
this cusitorn
co-sponsoring
Tickets may he purchased by
calling the Paducah Synch°.
it% Box Office at 1270) 444111165 or 4811)) 7363727 Prices
are S40. $18, S;2 and $20 for
adults and $32. V40. $N, mid
$ I 7 for students

Horoscope

NEON
MINI-STORAGE

753-3253

C a C Ilseseseen wit
Rwasslabig.
We care about your
hems. Haw impairs
editions. Mats maim floor covWeg.
landsceping. siding.
•-FREE ESTIMATESCal (270)7E3-1409 or
(7311247-54114
icreiterisoneemi nes

To place your classified call 753-1916
Paducah Symphony to celebrate
Valentine's Day with big band concert

lasonles

2001 Chevy Cavalier
for
BIRTHDAY
84.000 miles. saver, HAPPY
AC, power steenng, lbesday. Feb. 7, 241116:
ABS. cruise. CD nice
Mose into a new mind-set in
audio system radar
which you don't hesitate to call
detector great test or or make the first mote When
NEAR University
commuter car, $5.400
not holding yourself back or
2 rooms furnished.
000 2514156 (day).
efficiency fridge.
causing yourself problems. your
753-7624 (right)
range. tub and shower
creatitity will surge_ You still
2001 Hondo Caw EX
etc
learn to manifest many of your
K
29
green.
door.
2
$190.03 Me. $11110.00
1.700* sq ft business
fondest desires if you simply
*ICUautomatic
deposit.
space for Mame High
Boa naturally If you are in an
nty system CD sun753-4560 9am lc
traffic location rust roof
MOM
and
artistic or ereatii e field. you
5Prn
north of WalMart on
753-4189 might produce a significant
$13000
New center
NEW beautiful country Hwy 641
ante 500 PIA and anymasterpiece this year It you arc
now
Available
2EIR
apartment
time weekends
romantic moments could
rates
Reasonable
hardwood
upstairs
Sparks at 2000 red Mercury
punctuate your year, though the
floors cathedral ceil- Contact Jeff
Cougar 53.000 miles
late 2006 holidays could hate
appliances. 753-8667
ings
mint condition
you starry-eyed. If you arc
$550 deposit 707 South 12th Street
270-293-8381
attached, the embers of love will
and references No South Corner 1.200
99 Plymouth Neon
sq ft . 710 sq.ft
pals 489 2741
burst into roaring flames it you
Call
$1,700 000
753-1252. 753-0606
nurture your bond. Consider a
(270)978-1881
NOW LEASING
COMMERCIAL or retail
honeymoon. Some of
second
1 2 & 3bedroorri Apts
98 Lincoln Town Car
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
you still become parents or
We accept Section
light-btu*
now
style
restrooms
C/CiAl
vouchers
grandparents GEMINI is a flirt
like new 46.000 mites
parking
plenty of
Apply at Mur-Cal Apbs
at
seen
be
Can
$8,499
excellent location roar
902 Northwood Dr
1-401 Fleetwood Dr
The Stars Shoe the Kind of
iudical building 404 N
Monday
759-8252
De) You'll Hate:
St
complex
4th
Wednesday, Friday
L. kterage: 2
759-3772
Phone 759-4964
I
-Difficult
large
warehouse
VERY
Equal Housing
on approximately 3
Opportunity
TN)81400-648-6056
acres Office apace. 2 1989 Nissan 4 viiheei ARIES (March 21-41pell 19)
•*•* Your creativity works
bathrooms equipped dove truck Good con
RED OAKS APTS
with OS heat. am dean with matChtng overtime as you 001118 tip WIE1
$1 500
itele191
answers and misaa for any issue
hookup. steal. hoist topper
$100 Deposit
or hassle you COM ecreell.
beam great lighlIng. 1270)252-0660
1BR From $280
Meetings and groups of people
extra largo ovedised (270)293-7491
28R From $325
prove to be unusually luCky. Lai
doors. excellent locaCall Terleyt '
others toss their ideas 1,0 your
tion Call 753-2905 or
Crepes
mem
hat. TOnight Just don't be Mons
2934595
SMALL 113R. no pets
TAURUS(Aprll Wimp He
2003 281t luxury by
wider paid 75341111110
camper *•* Consider what works
design
&
regarding others Good planning
$10000 753-5356
wilt
nlae IPr
VEMRY--sensitivity can win you
and
diyer
2002 30 Amite
washer
DOG Obedience
opponunibes It
Guist ileigkheilstiod
camper welt slide. trends and new
Master Trainer
you are part of the work force
no_. 1147$ 111LIS
bunks Garage Met. 1
436-2858
you certainty can make
753-0919
depose.
owner. non-emoking
mark Torught Treat your
293-INS
$14.800
wdtiout going overboard
4
270-227-151
VERY roomy. 2br.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
CAVA
Orchard
genies.
2 talk
EXCELLENT
***** You are happy no hay square bales
AN appliances. 1 yew
ter what you are doing Some of
West MCIIIIhdePont quantity discount
you might play hooky arid go on
pats `s1-2905
1996 16 Express Jon
12700141-1806
a day trip Meeting people hapboat Drive on trailer
1991 25HP Evinrude
293-0234

Available4love Hive
Climate Control

David's Cleaning I
Services

R

item Pee ha

MINISTORAGE
anode climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
iSals & clew
Nee sell boxes'
4Ve rent U-Hauls
753-9800

411 Size

Murray tedeirt* Thep

advantage Others respond positively Detach in order to get the
whole picture Tonight So what if
Ws Tuesday"
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Focus on your protects
rather than daydream away A
key partnership or relationship
starts heading toward better
days You could make a big difference in this person's Ide
What is happening is mutual
Tonight Follow another's lead
Share more with a partner or
trend
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
****sr Someone s words
bring a smile to your taco. Make
an extra effort with lhoee you
come into contact wilt N you
hew your feelings overlehilialing.
you might need to Mart talking
rgthsr than hold them in Tonight
Follow -through on another's
request
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to think
a problem through more carefully Use that well recognized
Capricorn practical sixth series.
Solutions WO appear as a mut
especially if you are waling 10
labs a deli Tonight:lake a walk.
or choose mother form of exerMIAOW.MOIL 211
***** Use your coomibity to cise.
add to the many MIMI lessis ACKJARIUS Wan. 20-Feb. 18)
Mkt inspiration and
of your fife You laugh. and oth- ****
ers simply smile and enjoy Use imaginatiOn. Delightful results
•',

pens with ease. Don't hesitate to
ask tor what you want Others
will bend over backward for you
today Tonight Whatever makes
you happy
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** It might be hard to keep
good news hush hush Much
goes on with a special partnership or relationship Be sure you
understand this person You
don't want a problem later Know
when to say no Tonight Stay
muzzled Read a good book
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***sr* You have much to
smile about. whether you know it
or not. Stop. and instead of COrnplump, Sank posely. Odors
will go out of their way to hail)
you, Don't worry Simply Sow
with the many special people in
your life Groups and meetings
point to success Tonight' Be
with favorite people Only.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Read Taurus' message
and consider how it might apply
to you You will need to take the
high road in order to maximize
your sweets and abilities
Ow*"MN unusual does and
people. New doors will be
opened. Tonight blioP4le time.

Acce,pling New Patients
Ear, Nose & Throat

r'Rrip•E

BORN TODAY
Singer Garth Brooks (19621
statesman. author Sir Thomas
More (1478), author Charles
Dickens (1812)
Jacqueline Begat is on the
Internet at http://www.lacquelinebigarcorn.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

is • WE • MB
IN NO

MP • in• 1.1 • as
MB ea • Or •

4wimr-larsr-lar--womemm

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

et Murray
PIIIIp Klepper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids
No Referrals Requiro-il

Cal kg APPcgrgmenl(270) 759-4611
t2071

•

300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murrey.

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

436-5141 A-APPORDMOUE Haulm Clean
garages. gutters
unit I tree wont
402-111111111 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs. al types 29
yews experieric• Call

gins emerge A itlielkinellip
could heat up out of the hire
You are starry-eyed, and for
good reason Tonight. Happy as
a cat
PISCES (Fob. 19-March 20)
*** Your mantis sem you
well with a IOW Web investment or a ckeneelic mWes. YOu
know what 10 00 ID get the
results you want Be grateful for
an offer, even if you don't Ike it
Tonight Mellow out

1-800-363-4720

Join FARM BUREAU...Here's Why!!
25% OFF Sherwin-Williams Paints
60% OFF Coast to Coast Eyeglasses/Contacts
10% OFF Dell Computers
'SOO OFF Dodge Vehicles
INSURANCE Auto. Home, Boat Monufoctured Home

753-4703

